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Conceptual Framework,— Teachers in colleges and universities
still naed to take more interest in the work of the secondary school.
In fact^ it would help to solve many problems if the work or subject-
1
matter of high school and college were better articulated.
The scientist and mathematician of tomorrow will come f^om the
secondary school students of today. Brandwein points out that all our
2
future scientists go through our secondary schools^ hence it is there
that they must be identified and their training begun. Those students
of demonstrated talent and interest in this area should be encouraged
to pursue advanced stu4y that may lead to career choices in sciences
or laathematics. Getzels and Jackson of the University of Chicago and
Taylor of the University of Utah have found that in some of our
teaching practices we: are either overlooking stiidents* abilities or
3
thwarting their development.
The Commission on Kathematics proposed the idea that in order to
raise the level of mathematical competence a ecsoplete solution could
be found in the effectiveness of instruction and fppropriateness of
U
course content of the hi^ school mathematics program. By the same
William D. Reeves, Mathematics for the Secondary School (New
Torki Ifenry Holt and Co.,'T95Ii77T^^3227~~~~~~~^
2
Paul F. Brandwein, The Gifted Student as Future Scientist (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1955)> p. v.
^oy M. Hall, "Research Need in Education," School Life, ZLII,
No. 7 (March, I960), p. 6.
^*^port of the Commission on Mathematics, "Program for College




token this would be true also of scientific conipetence. So unqi^stion-
ably, ibe basic national demand for technical and scientific manpower
has risen sharply in recent years and will continue to rise.
Since there is such an oTrendielming demaid for conpetent saathema-
ticians and scientists today^ educators have found themselves in a
dilemma over how to adequately meet the situation. Never befoz*e has
there been such a need for scientists^ engineers and techaxLcians in
our country.
There is evidence that the rspid expansion of technology requires
of all citizens literacy and competency in science and mathematics.
Nhereasj once the requirements of society could be met by educating a
small fraction of the population in science and mathematics> we must
now undertake to prepare a much larger proportion for vocations in
which these subjects are prerequisites. At 1be same time^ we recognize
the need to stz^ngthen the education of all students in a world in
which social policies must inczeasingly take into account the Ijopact
of scientific knowledge and technological skill.
The question arises: Are the school meeting the vast need for
sci^tists? Ahrendt takes this position: There are not enough engineers^
scientists, mathematicians and teachers of science and mathematics to
1
go around. The members of the Commission agree that we need an ample
supply of high calibre scientists. This means that, as recommended by
1 ^
H. H. Ahrendt, "Mathematics and Science-Are Our Topnotch Wigh
School Students Studying These Subjects?" National Education
Association Journal. ILVI (February, 1957), p* 109.
3
The Commission, there should be closer artlcxilatlon between the college
and secondary school, which of course would necessitate changes In the
1
secondary school and corresponding changes In the colleges.
To fulfill the need for high calibre scientists. It appearnsthat
there shoTild be some means by which mathematical or scientific
potentialities can be measured. Does it follow that a student whose
performances were excellent in hl^ school mathematics, biology,
chanlstry and/or physics will perform well in the same subjects in
college? Some college chemistry professdrs assert that they prefer
their students foregoing a dubious exposure to high school chemlstary.
Brandweln writes:
How much easier the task of making rich opportunities
available to gifted students would be if we had a fairly
reliable way of Identifying these specially gifted people.
Ind so the first task seems to be to determine whether In
fact there are gifts or syidrcmes of gifts, or fecial
operations which characterize the Individual vho Is
specially able in science.^
In this study we will in addition to relying on marks or grades
of achievement, consider other activities of the students. Marks have
their limitations, but they are by far the most common measurement of
performance. Ross substantiated this when he said it appears that
notwithstanding acknowledged limitations of marks, no satisfactory
3
substitute has yet beeil found.
1
Report of the Commission on Mathematics, loc. clt.. pp. $9-60»
2
Brandweln, loc. clt., p. 1.
3
C. C. Ross, Measurement in Today* s Schools, 2nd ed. rev. (New
Tork: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 191:8), p. 397*
k
It would be of Interest to note if there are any relationships
among student's performances in mathematics^ biology^ and chemistry
along with the related major subjects of English and social studies
in high school^ and their performances in their majors of mathematics^
biology^ chemistry and physics when the 1^60 graduates of a selected
group of colleges is considered* Likewise^ it would be interesting
to observe the effect of their participation in various extra-class
activities^ such as: mathematic clubs^ science clubs and library clubs*
An analysis of the information obtained by conrelating the high school
and college performances^ both curricular and non-c\irricular of these
students, could provide useful data to educators, as well as to others
interested in industry and technology*
Evolution of the Problem*— In recent years, special eirphasis has
been placed on the teaching of mathematics and the sciences in high
school* Finrther, attention has been focused on the fact that since
colleges train the teachers, there should be some degree of articulation
between the college and high school*
As a teacher of mathematics, the writer has had considerable
experience in the secondary schools, and has generalized this experience
as one of the bases for this study* The writer believes that college
students who major in mathematics, biology, chemistry or physics whose
performances here range from good to poor will also tend to have the
same range (from good to poor) in the areas of English and the social
sciences* Further, it is believed that there should be a correlation
between success or failure in these sciences and mathematics in the
5
high school and success or failure In college.
Because of these theories this stad7 was proposed utilizing the
high school and college grades^ test scores and personal data records
of the i960 graduates of the four Atlanta colleges coiqprlsing the
Altanta UniYersily Ssrsteia, who majored in mathematics^ biologyj
chemistry and physics.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge.— The probable values of
this research may be given as follows: This study aiay serve as a
measure for predicting college performance of high school students in
mathematics, biology, chemistry and physics. General trends revealed
as an outgrowth of synthesizing the data will be meaningful. This, in
turn, would help in setting up criteria for detecting potential
scientists or mathematicians.
The study may further reveal evidence that will substantiate the
implications that the major related subjects and even student activi¬
ties are iaportant indicators and serve to predict high scientific
and mathematical promise. If the teachers' evaluation of student per¬
formance is objective, the results of this stu(3^ should be a practical
and economical channeling device for the secondary schools for
students toward college pursuits.
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in this study
was to determine the relationships, if any, among grades made in high
school and those made in college by students who major in mathematics,
biology and chemistry. Another a^ect of this research was to
determine the extent to which success in mathematics, biology and
6
cheiolstry’ Is related to success in Ihglish and the social sciences at
the secondary school level.
It vas the writer's hope to find answers to these questions:
1. Are there relationships among the secondary school and
college performances of students who major in mathematics,
biology, and chemistry?
2f. Hay these relationships or correlations where found be
used to predict college success of these majors?
3. Are there trends towards patterns set by these majors
so that they are readUy identified?
It. Are there relationships between college success in
science and mathematics and success in secondary
school EugUsh and social sciences?
Limitation of the Study.— The study was limited to the total
population coii?)rising the I960 graduates of Clark, Morehouse, Morris
Brown and Reiman Colleges, who majored in either mathematics or
biology or chemistry. The study covered a period of eight years,
four in bi^ school and four in college. The subjects included
students who graduated in January, June or August of the year I960
who majored in either mathematics or biology or chemistry. The
nature of the subjeot-population involved limited this study.
The study wa% of necessity, further limited because all data for
this study was collected and conqplied fjrom the available high school
and college records contained in student files.
Prarpose of the Study.The major purpose of this stu^ was to
determine the signlfLoant difference, if any, in major subject-matter
areas in performance at the high school and college levels for the
7
subjects and to determine significant correlations^ if an7, on paired
variables of the major areas of study at the high school and college
levels rei^ectively, for the group of subjects*
The specific purposes of this research were to determixM:
1* The measures of central tendency and variability on
variables at high school and college levels respectively,
among these subjects: SngUsh, social studies, mathematics,
biology, chemistry and physics*
2* The significant differences, if any, on the variables of
English, social studies, mathematics, chemistry and
physics between the high school performance and the
college performance in these subject-matter areas for the
group of subjects*
3* The significant correlations, if any, on the psdred
variables of:
A* English - Mathematics
B* English - Biology
C* English - Chemistry
D* English - Physics
E. English - Social Science
F* And other certain paired variables of this
series between high school and college
performance in these subjects*
U* The significance of other factors such as socio-economic
conditions, leadership ability and Interest in extra
class activities, on performances ef hubjects*
5* If there is or can be aiy predictability of scholastic
performance from the analyses of high school and college
achievement indices for selected students*
6* If there is any pattern of activities, characteristics or
behavior of science or mathematics majors*
Definition of Terms *--» In this study the following terms were used
8
thusly:
!• The term “relationship,* refers to any aspect which
can be predicated or affirmed of two or more things
taken together,
2, The term "sciences," refers to the subjects biology
and chemistry, specially with reference to the
high school sciences,
3* The term "performance," refers to the functions,
operations, or characteristic actions of anything
that is a part of the students' school activities.
In this study it will also be used to define grades
and marks of the students.
Locale of the Stuc^r,— The research was centered in the Registrar's
office of each of the four colleges: Clark, Morehouse, Morris Brown and
Reiman Colleges, of the Atlanta Itoiversity Center, The statistical
work connected with the research was centered in the researcher's home
in Atlanta, Georgia,
Period of the Study,-» The research was conducted throughout the
regular academic year and the summer session of 1962-1963,
Method of Ptesearch,— The Descriptive-Survey Method of research,
employing docmentary records, was used to collect the data necessary
for this stu(^.
Description of Subjects,— The subjects of this study were the
sixty-two i960 graduates of Clark, Morehouse, Morris Brown and Spelman
Colleges who majored in either mathematics or biology or chemistry.
Description of Instruments/^aterials,— The materials which were
on file in the Regi8trai>'s Office of the college are identified below.
The data abstracted frem these records were organised in appropriate
9
statistical form and treated according to the purposes of the research.
The records used were:
1. Permanant record cards
2. Personal Data Sheets
3* Ikitrance Tests
U. Qraduate Becord Examination
Method of Procedure.— The ^eciflc puiposes of this stu^jr were
accon^lis^d through the foUoHing steps:
1* ^le literature pertinent to the 8tu(^ was reviewed,
summarized and presented in the thesis.
2. Authorization to conduct the proposed research was
secuz^d from the proper college authorities.
3. The data were gathered, coispiled, correlated and analyzed
in this manner:
(a) The names of the graduates were ascertained.
(b) A z«cord was made of each Indivldaal student's high school
record in the subjects of mathematics, the sciences,
English, social studies, and language.
(c) A record was made of each individual student's college
record in the subjects of mathematics, biology, chemistry
and physics, English and social studies; and of his
personal data sheet.
(d) A record was made of whatever other data such as test
scores, ratings, and rank, which were helpful in
determining ralatLonshlps among performances.
(e) ^propriate tables were made of all data con^iled
according to the nature and purpose of the research.
U. Measures of central tendency, Tarlabilily, and correlation
were computed and tised as basis for the analysis and
Intexpz'etation of the data.
Collection of Data.— The review of related literature was made
dtiring July and August of 1961. Collection of the data was made during
the 1961-1962 school year. Records were compiled, tabulations,
correlations and ether measures were obtained during the I962-I963
10
academic jear»
Chs^ter I was caapleted Aagast 1961. Chapter II and IH were
conqpleted July 1963.
The finished thesix copy was presented to the advisors July 1963*
Survey of Related literature.— The literature included in this
review was coi^osed of the writings and research considered l}y the
writer to be pertinent to the understanding of the problem of this thesis
and to the interpretation of the findings.
There were almost three million students enrolled in our colleges
and universities during the first semester of 1960«>196l« There were
k9$f269 freshmen alone. Then^ there was an interesting increase in
engineering freshmen of 3*U per cent (in 19B9-^0, approximately 9 per
1
cent).
More students are taking mosre courses in mathematics and science
than ever before. This is due of course to the tremendous Increase of
Interest throughout the nation in these fields. Ludwig of Mt. Ifolyoke
College cited the evidence of new trends in secondary education in the
United States:
The freshmen today have had four times as much science
preparation and three times as much mathematics as their
predecessors ten years ago. At that time only 10 per cent
of the freshmen class had three or more years of science;
today U6 per cent had this training. Ten years ago« only
12 per cent of the freshmen class had four or moz« years of
mathematics; this past fall^ UO per cent had taken that much
mathematics.^
1
Garland G. Parker, "Statistics of Attendance in American Univer¬
sities and Colleges, I96O-I96I,* School and Society, IXXXIZ, No. 2l81i
(Januagr lU, 1961), pp. 1-2.
2
“Improved Preparation for College,” School and Society, LIZIIZ.
No. 2181* (January lU, 1961), p. 19.
11
One very iBqportant stud^ of a pattern for better high schools
recominends that both boys and girls should be strongly encouraged to
1
take more mathematics and science.
Regardless of how much en^hasis is placed on science and mathematics
there must be some means of conununicating and living vith one's fellow-
man. Hence tl» areas of ^^ish and social sttidies receive proper con¬
sideration in the school program and due recognition as contributing
factors to a student's success in college.
There are varying opinions of the relationship of high school grades
to subsequent performances. Many are convinced of the insignificance
of past performance in predicting future performance except ^here the
exceptionally good or exceptionally poor student is concerned. In
their pattern for better schools in the cliy of Atlanta a joint
ccamnlttee recommended that the high schools seek to implement more
fully -Uieir efforts to establish uniform policies with respect to grades,
2
passing and failing, and r^orts to parents.
Norman states at the beginning of his research: If one w^e to
predict the student's college achievement based upon his high school
average, one would say that the graduate shoxild make above average
grades in college. He continues in the belief that figures would of
necessity cause one to believe as well as to predict that these students
could and would adjust to college life as well as achieve above average
1 ' ^ ~
Atlanta Board of Education, "A Pattern for Better High Schools"
as Prepared by the Joint Lay and Professional Committees to Re-examine





Ahrendt's sta^ST of several groves of high school students from
19^3 to 1956 indicates that the best students do not avoid hard subjects*
In fact, it appears that the^ enjoj work in science and mathematics*
It showed that 58 por cent indicated that they planned to spend life in
2
scientific or technical work*
So profound is the need for the best trained scientists and
mathematicians that it has been stated that it is time for a national
policy on education to guide and assure this training* One of the
major provisions of the National Defense Act of 1958^ ih to assure more
3
and better instruction in science and mathematics*
The development of each and evezy individual to his fullest is at
once the basis of our effort as well as our goal* Brandwein refers to
this when he says if there are certain things in which mediocrity is
insupportable - poetry^ music^ painting^ public speaking - now we must
add - mediocrity in science and possibly science instaruction^ is insup-
k
portable as well*
Brandwein relates mathematical ability to scientific ability by
saying that from the very beginning it seemed clear that high
E* C* Norman, "A Five Tear Study of the Graduates of Henry HcNeal
Turner £dgh School as a Predictor of Their Success in College*"
(Ur^ublished Master's Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University,
1959), PP, 2U-25*
^* H* Adrendt, "Mathematics and Science - Are Our Topnotch Students
Stucying These Subjects?" National Education Association Journal
(February, 1957), P* 109»
"Time for National Policy on Education," Saturday Review, ZIIII
(October 15, I960), p* 79*
^andwein, loc* cit*» p* xiv*
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Bathematical abllit/ generally characterized those idio remained in
scientific research* The operations of the modem scientist indeed
require that ha report his findings to his colleagues in acceptable
1
mathematics*
Idllie Sirmans Weatherspool in her research concerning achievement
in algebra^ propounded the question:
Are there indications that a student should or should not
pursue the higher courses in mathematics?
She points out that her findings indicated that the degree of association
between achievement and the factors under consideration, including the
teacher's estimate, is very low and is, therefore, of doubtful sigixLfi-
cance* Evidently, she finally states, factors other than special
2
ability or the teacher's estimate affected the pT:pil's success*
The awareness of the variableness of pupils becomes evident when
they are placed in situations of higher learning* Ttien, are the
conclusions based entire]y on teacher's observations and personal
judgment? Idith this in mind schools have sought earnestly to find
3
certain Information about the pupils through a testing program*
Norman loses his optimism when listing certain implications of
1
Brandwein, loc* cit*» p* 7*
2
Lillie Sirmans Weatherspool, "Relation of Certain Factors of
Achievement in Algebra*" (Urpublished Master's Thesis, School of
Education, Atlanta University, 1936), p* 1*
3
Ann Harris Stoddard, "Differences and Relationships Among
Intelligence, Fersonalily, and Achievement Manifested by Pupils in Four
Selected Georgia J^mentary Schools** (^published Master's Thesis,
School of Education, Atlanta Ibiiversity, 1939)» P* 15«
his findizigs: Data indicates that all of the average grades made in
college were lower than those made b7 the same students in high school*
In all areas (except social studies) the average was exceedingly low*
He also says:
The data implied that there was not a significant
relationship between grades made in high school and
college science by the college freshman groiq)*^
Here he is definite:
The 'r' of *185 shows there is an insignificant
relationship between the college and hi^ school
average grades in mathematics*^
Weatherspool agrees with Chaddock in saying:
"The coefficient (of correlation) is an index
of relationship, not a proof of causal d^endence*"
Weatherspool insists that the teacher's estimate gave the best,
though not very significant degree of association and goes on to
express the fact that the need for further investigation of the factors
affecting success is apparent* It seems that the influence of these
variables makes it inpossible to predict accurately a child's future
3
achievement*
It is evident that various attempts have been made to predict per¬
formance and success from a student's high school record. One may
rely on grades or averages, another may weigh test scores, azKi still
another may consider the socio-economic Influences* ^se and others
1
Norman, loc* cit** p* 27*
2
Norman* loc* cit** p* 17*
3
Lillie Sirmans Weatherspool, loc* cit** p. 5*
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are definite factors in determining ftiture achievement* But, finally,
as is iiritten hy Croze: (hny variables influence academic achievement
1
in college.
^ong vith all the other attention being given to science and
mathematics, a person must be knowledgeable in all areas for success
in college* English, language, social studies are an essential part
of his program, even if the student is especially skilled in science
or mathematics,* and has chosen his career in this field* If he is to
work in this area, social con^)etence must be considered*
In this fast moviisg world it seems these are the fotur areas where
a high degree of skill required: quantitative thinking, communications,
dynamics, and group i«lationship* V^th these as a basis, those who do
not have a higher level of con^etence are screened out*
The needs of our national security require a continuing enqphasis
and expanding emphasis on qualii^ in the secondary school program*
This means that we have to do our part to meet the demands Sf our
industrial economy for highly skilled scientists and engineers and also
for semi-skilled and semi-professional technicians* The proportion
of students who profit from education in more advanced science and
mathematies is limited, indicating the need for great care in their
selection*
The scientist or mathematician must not osxLy be highly skilled in
his area, but in order to be more productive he must have a hl^ level
i ~
Wendell W* Cruze, Educational Psychology, (New York: ^he
Ronald Press, 19U2), pp* 159-160*
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of competence. This means he most be well versed In English. Since^
he floes not operate in a vacuiim by Mmself^ he must also have some
competence in getting along with other people.
Stmiinary of Related literatture.—» A s\anmary of the Related litera¬
ture pertinent to the problem of this research is presented below in
the series of separate generalizations and/or charactexdzations of the
overall findings pertinent to the specific areas of the theories,
principles, and research having to do with the problems of this study.
1. The rise in increase in students in college in I96O-6I re¬
flected the tremendous interest in mathematics and science.
Ludwig of Mt. Holyoke, in calling attention that there were
new trends in ^secondary education in the United States,
noted th^the fact that there were more students continuing
to take these courses (science and mathematics) than ever before.
The freshmen today have had four times as much science
preparation and three times as much mathematics as their
predecessors ten years ago.^
2. The areas of En^lsh and social studies receive proper con¬
sideration in the secondary education program.
Due recognition is given these areas as contributing factors to
a student's success in college. English, language, social studies are
an essential part of his program in spite of his skill in science or
mathematics and! has chosen his career in this field.
Quantitative thinking, communications, dynamics, and grovp relation¬
ships are the four areas where a high degree of skill is requires in
this fast moving world, lifith these as a basis, those who do not have a
1
"Inproved Preparation for CJoUege," School and Society. LXZXIX,
No. 21814. (January lU, I96I}, p. 19.
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higher level of ccnqpetence are screened out.
3* There are varied opinions of the relationship of secondary
school grades to subsequent performances. Mary are convinced
of the insignificance of past performance exc^t idiere the
academically talented or "u^talinted" student is concerned.
Norman says in his study of prediction of success in college that
figures would of necessity cause one to predict that students graduating
... would adjust to college life as well as achieve above average
1
grades. But after making this assertion he finally concludes that an
analysis of data indicates that all of the average grades made in college
were lower than those made in high school b7 the same students.
The data i]iQ)lied that there was not a significant irelation-
ship between grades made in high school and college science.
Data show there is an insignificant z*elationship between the
college and high school average grades in mathematics.^
Then, it is indicated by scmie after research in the area of relation¬
ships of academic performance that the degree of association is very
low and of doubtful significance. Factors other than special ability
are believed to affect the student's success^ in college.
This writer, ihin Harris Stoddard, further states that the aware¬
ness of the differences of p\g)lls become evident when they are placed
inrslttiatlons of hi^er learning. Thus testing programs are being
employed to find answers to the question of what affects the student's
success.3
i
E. C. Norman, "A Five Year Study of the Graduates of Ifenry
McNeal Turner High School as a Predictor of Their Success in College.*
(Uipublished Master's Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University,
1959)j PP. 2lt-25.
E. C. Norman, loc. cit.. pp. 17-27*
3
Ann Harris Stoddard, "Differences and Belationship Among Intelli¬
gence, Personality, and Achievement Manifested by Pi4>ils in Fow
Selected Georgia Elementary Schools."
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Weather^ool insists that the teacher’s estimate gave the best>
though not verj significant degree of association^ Yet, she felt the
need for further investigation of the factors affecting success* In
summazy she states that 'Uie influence of so many things makes it
1
impossible to predict accurately a child’s future achievement*
Now that there is a mathematical and scientific rati.onale, Brandwein
relates mathematical ability to SidentifLc abilily and sppeals for a
guard against mediocrity in science and mathematics and in the instruc-
2
tion of both* Not only has this new rationale evoked plenty of talk,
but there has been plenty of action as evidenced ly the School
Mathematics Study Gtoiq) of Tale (SMSG); the Universily of Illinois
Committee on School Mathematics (UICSM); the Maryland Flan sponsored
by the Ihiiversity of Maryland (non-existent at this date); the Madison
Project (Hementary Level) at Syracuse; the Ball State Flan at Ball
State Teachers College , Muncie, Indiana*
A new wave of mathematics teaching is sweeping through Merican
3
schools with remarkable results* Imaginative, stimulating * * *
ll.* One answer to the total problem may be found in a uniform
policy with respect to evaluation of performances as recommended
by a special committee of the Atlanta City Schools in its
report of "A Pattern for Better High Schools*"^
1
Lillie Sirmans Weatherspool* loc* clt*
2
Paul F* Brandweln, loc* cit., pp* x±v-7*
3
"New ^proach to Mathematics," loc* clt»* p*
k
Atlanta Board of Education, loc* cit*
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Another answer may be a national policy on education which has
been suggested in order to assure and guide training for scientists
and mathematicians* One of the major provisions of The National Defense
Act of 19^8 was to asstire more and better instruction in science and
1
mathematics*
5* Finally^ along with all the other attention being given to science
and mathematics^ a person must be knowledgeable in all areas
for success in college* English, language, social studies are an
essential part of his program, ev^ if the student is
especially skilled in science or mathematics, and has chosen his
career in this field* If he is to work in this area, social
conqpetence must be considered*
The scientist or math^atlcian must not only be hl^ly skilled in
his area, but in order to be more productive he must have a high level
of competence* This means he must be well versed in Siglish* And,
since, he does not operate in a vacuum ly himself, he must also have
some competence in getting along with people*
The needs of our national secTxrity require a continuing emphasis
and an expanding emphasis on quality in the secondary school program*
This means that we have to do our part to meet the demands of ouob
industrial econony for highly-skilled scientistt and engineers and also
for semi-skilled and semi-professionally technicians* The proportion
of students who profit from education in more advanced science and
mathematics is limited, indicating the need for great care in their
selection*
1
■Time for National Policy on Education," Saturday Review, XLIII.
CHAPTER II
presentation and analisis of data
Prefatory Statement*-** This chapter is concerned with the presen¬
tation and analysis of the data of this research which deals with
"Relationships Among High School and College Performances of Students
>nio Majoired in Mathematics, Biology and Chemistry" at the college lerel.
The sources of the data of this study were:
Flrsta the transcripts from the high schools where these subjects
attended or graduated; and.
Second, the permanent records of these students at the re^ective
colleges where they were in attendance and from which
they graduated*
The high school and college grades were given point values and
averaged for each subject as follows:
A - 2:; B - G - 2; D-1; and F - 0
The basic sources of the data of this stud^ of the "indices" of
achievement and "correlations" among the variables of performances
earned at the high school and college levels Yxy the mathematics,
biology and chemistry majors of the 1?60 graduates of the four colleges
in the Atlanta Itoiversity System, were: first, the grades received by
these subjects while attending high school; and, second, thn grades
received by these subjects for their college performances*
The data on the scholastic ratings (grade-points and grade-point
averages) of the sixty-twe graduates of the four colleges were organized
for analysis. Interpretation, and presentation as indicated below*
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1* Two Tables (1 and 2) present the data on the?^means and
medians of the grade-points on high school and college
subject-matter areas obtained the sixty-two graduates*
2* Then Tables (3 through 12) present the basic "r’s" and
their respective r-cidterion, together with their basic
means and medians^ with reference to the grade-point
averages of the graduates who were mathematics and
biology majors*
3* Four Tables (13 through 16) present the basic rank-
positions and significance of the grade-point averages
on the respective subjectHnatter areas for the gradtiates
who were chemistry majors*
I4.* Two Summary Tables (17 and 17A) present a summation of the
statistics on "r^" mean, median, ran^-positLon, and
significance of the grade-point averages of the gradiiates
designated as mathematics, biology, and chemistry majors*
5* The "rtf were predicated on two categories or organizations
of the data thusly:




(b) For each groiq) of majors: each of the respective high
school subjects was paired with each of the college
subjects ptirsued by the graduates*
(c) These rotated paired variables on subject-matter
areas together with the rank-positions constitute
the source of the data for this stuffy*
6* The Interpretative Summaries
(a) The criteria of reliability of the statistics of the
various paired variables of the data were: Fisher's
"t" test of significant difference at the one (1).
per cent level of confidence^ and (2) the significance
of the difference between the two "r's" with appropriate
degrees of freedom*2
1
J* P* CKxilford, Fundamental Statistios in Psychology and
Education (New York: ^Orsor-Hill Cospany, Inc*, 193^)« ^ 533*
Ibid*
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(b) Ths analysis and intezprstation of the data is hereafter
presented in the sequence of these es^tions:
1* High school and College Grade-Point Averages of
the Sixty-two Graduates.
2. Performance of Hathematics Majors
3. Performances of Biology Majors
U* Performances of Chemistry Majors
Interpretative Summaries
(c) The Summations^ Conclusions^ IiiQ>lications, and
Recoiamendations formulated from the interpretation
of the data are reserved for presentation in the
third and last chsqpter*
High School and College Grade-Point
Averages of Graduates
The high school and college grade-point averages of the sixty-
two griiduates of the Class of I960 of the four colleges in the
Atlanta University System as shown in Tables 1 and 2« are presently
in this section of the research report*
High §chool Grade-Point Average
The data on the high school grade-point averages on science,
mathematics, social studies, ^glish and languages as shown in Table 1,
page 23> are analyzed under the appropilated captdons below*
Science - The grade-point averages earned in high school sciences
indicated a mean grade-point for the group as 3*33» with 50 per cent
above and below the mean* The means ranged from 2*00 to 1;*00*
Mathematics - The grade-point averages earned in high school
3aath6matics indicated a mean grade-point for the group of 3«35« with ii7
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TAELS 1
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE-POINT AVERAGES EARNED AT THE HIGH
SCHOOL LEVEL OF THE SIXTT-TWO GRADUATES OF THE
CLASSES OF I960 OF THE FOUR COLLEGES IN THE
ATLANTA UNIVERSITI SISTIM
High School Grade-Point Averages
Number
Science Mathematics Social Studies English Languages
0101 U.oo 4.00 4.00 3.67 None
0102 4.00 3.67 4.00 3.83 3.67
0103 3.67 3.83 2.50 3.88 4.00
OlOU 3.63 4.00 3.83 4.00 3.00
0105 3.67 4.00 3.50 3.75 4.00
0106 U.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.83
0107 No Record
0108 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 None
0109 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00
0110 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
oiai 3.71 3.50 3.83 4.00 3.87
0112 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
0113 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.87
0201 3.00 3.33 None 4.00 None
0203 3.00 3.80 4.00 3.50 None
020U 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.75
0205 None 3.00 3.00 3.00 None




0208 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.00 3.00
0210 2.67 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.50
0211 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 None
0212 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 None
0213 It.OO 2.00 3.00 U.OO U.OO
021U 3.00 2.17 2.50 2.63 None
0216 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
0217 3.33 U.OO 3.25 3.25 U.00
0218 ii.00 U.OO U.OO U.00 None
021? 3.67 3.33 U.OO 3.25 None
0220 No Record
0221 3.50 U.00 3.50 U.OO 3.50
0222 3.00 3.33 3.00 2.75 3.00
0221* 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00
0225 3.00 3.33 3.50 3.25 None
0226 2.57 2.00 2.60 1.86 2.00
0227 U.oo 3.00 u.oo U.OO 3.00
0228 U.oo U.OO 3.83 3.75 None
0229 3.50 3.50 3.50 U.OO None
0301 3.17 3.50 2.57 2.75 2.50
0302 3.33 3.50 3.67 3.25 None
0303 3.1+0 2.88 3.50 3.25 U.OO
03QU l+.OO 3.00 3.00 3.00 None
0305 3.00 3.33 2.75 3.00 None
2$
TABLE 1 (Continued)
0306 2*50 2.75 2.50 2.UO 3.00
0307 2.50 2.75 2.67 3.00 3.00
0308 U.oo U.OO U.00 U.00 U.OO
0309 3.00 3.00 U.00 2.67 3.00
0310 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
olid 3.50 3.33 3.33 3.50 3.50
0U02 3.13 3.88 3.1U 3.50 None
0U03 2.33 3.00 2.50 2.25 None
oiiOU 2.33 2.80 2.67 2.00 2.00
0li05 3.13 2.75 3.13 2.88 None
0li06 3.00 3.00 U.00 U.OO U.OO
0lt07 No Record
0li08 ii.OO 3.33 3.75 U.00 3.00
0li09 li.OO 3.75 3.67 3.75 U.00
oiao 3.83 3.75 3.67 3.63 U.OO
olai 3.33 3.57 3.1U 3.50 U.00
0102 3.20 3.88 None 3.13 3.00
0103 No Record
Ololi 3.33 3.60 3.30 2.25 3.50
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cent above imd 53 per cent below the mean* The means ranged from
2*00 to U*00«
Social Studies - The grade-point averages earned in high school
social studies indicated a mean grade-point for the group of 3*37«
with 53 por cent above and li7 per cent below the mean* The means
ranged from 3*13 to 1^*00,
English - The grade-point averages earned in high school £hglish
indicated a mean grade-point for the group of 3*37* with 53 per cent
above and hi per cent below the mean* The means ranged from 1*86 to
1^*00*
Languages - The grade-point averages earned in hi^ school languages
indicated a mean grade-point for the group of 3*37« with 5U per cent
above and U6 per cent below the mean* The means ranged from 2*00 to
U*oo*
The subjects sheared to achieve at the same level of excellence
among the five subject-matter areas for which grade-point averages were
computed* There was no observed stperiority on aisy one of the subject-
matter areas over the others at the high school level*
College Grade-Point Averages
The data on the college grade-point averages of the sixly-two
graduates on biology^ chemistiy^ physics^ mathematics^ social studies^
and English as shown in Table 2, page 27, are analyzed under the
appropriate esptions below*














DISTRIBUTION OP GRADE-POINT AVERAGES EARNH) AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL OF THE
SIXTT-TWD GRADUATES OP aHE GRADUATING CLASSES OP I96O OP THE
FOUR COLLEGES IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITI SYSTEM
College Grade-Point Averages
Major and Minor Fields
Biology Chemistry Physics Mathematics
Social
Sciences Biglish
Mathematics and Secondary Education 2.50 None 1.00 3.18 2.00 2.28
Mathematics and Secondary Education 1.00 1.50 1.00 2.50 2.00 2.00
Biology - Secondary Education 2.67 3.00 1.50 2.00 2.U0 2.67
Mathematics - Secondary Education 2.00 None None 2.80 3.00 3.00
Mathematics - Secondary Education 3.00 None 2.00 3.00 2.75 2.33
Biology - Secondary Education 3.33 3.00 2.50 None 3.25 2.67
Biology - Secondary Education 2.67 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.50 3.33
Biology - Secondary Education 3.57 3.33 2.50 3.67 3.60 3.00
Biology - Secondary Education 2.57 3.00 2.00 3.50 2.1i0 2.33
Mathematics - Secondary Education 3.00 None 3.50 3.09 2.80 2.50
Mathematics - Chemistry 2.00 2.33 .50 2.22 1.60 2.33


















Mathematics - Secondary Education 3*00
Mathematics - Chemistiy 3*00
Mathematics - Education 2.00
Biology - Chemistry 2.38
Mathematics - Chemistry 3*00
Chemistiy - Mathematics 2.00
Biology - Chemistiy 2.56
Biology - Chemistiy 2.50
Mathematics - Chemistry 1.50
Chemistry - Mathematics 2.00
Biology - Chemistry 2.88
Biology - Chemistry 2.50
Biology - Chemistry 2.29
Biology - Chemistry 2.22
Mathematic - Chemistry 3*00
Biology - Chemistry 2.38
None None 2.87 3.60 2.50
2.50 2.00 2.86 2.5© 3.33
6.00 1.00 3.31 2.33 3.00
2.25 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.33
2.75 1.33 3.31 3.00 3.00
2.30 2.50 3.20 2.50 2.00
2.00 1.50 1.50 2.00 2.67
2.00 1.50 3.33 2.60 2.00
2.00 2.00 2.91 2.60 2.33
2.00 2.00 2.71 3.00 2.33
2.$7 1.00 li.OO 2.25 3.00
2.25 2.50 2.00 1.50 2.00
2.20 1.00 3.00 2.33 2.33
2.00 .30 1.50 2.50 3.00
2.25 2.60 3.13 2.25 2.33
2.00 1.00 3.00 2.50 2.67
TABLE 2 (Continued)
0221 Mathematics - Education 1,00 None None 2.20 1.25 2.00
0222 Mathematics - Education 2.00 2.00 None 2.82 1.75 2.00
022U Mathematics - Education None 2.00 None 2.77 1.75 3.00
0225 Biolog7 - Chemistry 2.13 2.25 1.50 3.00 2.00 3.00
0226
. Mathematics - Education 2.00 MJH None 3.13 1.25 1.33
0227 Chemistry - Mathematics 3.00 2.25 None 2.50 2.75 2.33
0228 Mathematics - Chemistry 3.00 2.UO None 2.83 2.25 3.00
0229 Mathematics - Chemistry 2.67 2.50 2.00 3.36 2.75 3.00
0301 Mathematics - Chemistry u.oo 3.00 None 2.U1* None None
0302 Mathematics - Teacher Education None 3.00 None 3.93 None None
0303 Mathematics - Teacher Education 2.50 None None 2.75 None None
030U Biology - Chemistry 3.00 3.29 None 3.00 None None
0305 Biology - Chemistry 3.00 2.U0 None 2.67 None None
0306 Biology - Chemistry 2.11 2.00 None 1.67 None None
0307 Mathematics • Chemistry None 2.29 None 2.78 None None
0308 Biology - Chemistry 2.75 2.50 None 2.50 None None
0309 Biology - Chemistry 2110 2.29 None None None None
TAH£ 2 (Continued)
0310 Biology - Chemistry 2.30 2.56 None 2.00 None None
oUol Biology - Chemistry 2,00 3.00 1.00 2.50 None None
0U02 Mathematics > Secondary Education 0.00 2,00 0.00 2.30 None None
0U03 Mathematics - Secondary Education 2,00 , CDo None 2.80 Ifone None
Oli.Oli Mathematics - Chemistry None 2.86 1.00 2.22 None None
0U05 Chemistry > Mathematics 2,00 3,00 None 2.80 None None
q2i06 Chemistry - Mathematics None 2.Uh 0.00 2.78 None None
Oij.08 Mathematics > Secondary Education 2,00 .50 1.00 2.58 None None
OU09 Mathematics - Secondary Education None 3.00 1.00 2.U5 None None
oiao Mathematics - Secondary Education None 2.50 .67 2.63 None None
olai Mathematics • Business Administration None None 2.50 3.00 None None
oia2 Mathematics - Secondary Education None 3.00 2,00 3.08 None None
ouiU Biology - Chemistry 3.29 2.33 2.00 2.00 None None
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Indicated a mean grade-point fear the groTip of with 53 per
cent above and 1^7 pex* cent below the mean* The means ranged fjrom
0*00 to 1^*00*
Chemistry - The grade-point averages earned in college chemistxy
indicated a mean grade-point for the grovip of 2*l4l» with per cent
above and 55 per cent below the mean* The means ranged from *50 to U*00*
Physics - The grade-point averages earned in college physics in¬
dicated a mean grade-point for the grov^ of l*6l^ with 50 per cent above
and below the mean* The means ranged from 0*00 to 3*50*
Mathematics - The grade-p&int averages earned in college
mathematics indicated a mean grade-point for the group of 2*75» with 5?
per cent above, 39 per cent below, and 2 per cent at the mean* The
means ranged from 1*50 to 1^*00*
Social Sciences - The grade-point averages earned in college social
science indicated a mean of 2*39, with $6 per cent above and 1^; per cent
below the mean* The means ranged from 1*25 to 3*60*
English - The grade-point averages earned in college Shglish in¬
dicated a mean grade-point of 2,39» with 56 percent above thd ItiU per
cent below the mean* %e means ranged from 1*33 to 3*33 •
The achievement level among the subject-matter area ranged from a
1*60 mean grade-point for physics to a 2*75 mean grade-point for
mathematics*
Performance of Mathematics Majors
This section of the research-report presents the data on the corre¬
lations between the high school and college grade-point averages on
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paired variables of selected content - areas in the four colleges of
the Atlanta University Center. Tables 3 through 7 portray these data.
Correlations between High School Mathematics and College
Major Subjects Areas Obtained by Mathematics Majors
of the i960 Craduates of the Four Colleges in
the Atlaata University System
Analysis of the Correlations.— Tlie data on the correlations between
high school mathematics and the respective college subject grade-point
averages eamed by the sixty-two mathematics majors of the foto* colleges
are presented in Table page 33» and analysed in the ^propriate
csqptioned paragraphs below.
between High School Mathematics and College Mathematics
(Mathematics Majors).— Table 3 shows that for the mathematics majors
the correlation between high school mathematics and college mathematics
grade-point averages the "r" was .133, which was not significant for it
was less than .U63 at the one per cent level of confidence and 29
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the data implied that there was not a
significant relationship between the high school ma-Uiematics and college
mathematics perfozmance of these students who majored in mathematics
at the four colleges.
For the hi^ school mathematics grade-point averages the mean and
median was 3»U9 and 3.83, respectively! whereas, for the college
mathematics grade-point averages the mean and median was 2.78 and 2.83
respectively.
"r" between High School Mathematics and College Biology (Mathematics
TABLE 3
COHRELATIONS DERIVED FRCM THE (HIADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BI SELECTED STUDENTS WHO MAJORED IN
MATHEMATICS AT THE FOUR COLLEGES IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITI SYSTEM
r
Paired Variables Ntcnber Recpiired Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School Matheanatics 3.49 3.83
and
College Mathematics 30 .U63 .133 2.76 2.83
High School Mathematics 3.53 3.58
and
College Biology 22 .537 .291 2.33 2.00
High School Mathematics 3.44 3.50
and
College Chemistry 21 .549 .267 2.34 2.40
High School Mathematics 3.60 3.63
and




College Social Sciences 18 .30 2,29 2.33
High School Mathematics 18 .046 3.56 3.90
and
College English 2.35 2.la
Ma.1ors )»«••“ Table 3 shows that fbrrtfie mathematics majors the correlation
between high school mathematics and college blologj grade-point averages
the "r" was 2*91, which was not significant fear it was less than *537 at
the one per cent level of confidence and 21 degrees of freedom. There¬
fore, the data implied that there was not a significant relationship
between hi^ school mathematics and college biology performance of these
students who majored in mathematics at the four colleges.
For the high school mathematics the mean and median was 3*53 and
3.58« respectivelyj whereas, for the college biology the mean and median
was 2.33 and 2.00, respectlveHy.
*r" between High School Mathematics and College Chemistry (Mathema¬
tics Majors).— Table 3 shows that for the mathematics saajors the corre¬
lation is .267 for the relationship among performance in Sigh School
mathanatics and college chemistry which is not significant because
if the required "r" at the one per cent level of coxifidence with 20
degrees of freedom. For the high school matha!aatics the mean and median
was 3.1iU and 3»50, respectively; whereas, for college chemistry the mean
and median was 2.3U and 2.U0, respectively.
"r” between Ig.gh School Mathematics and CpHege Physics*(^Mathematics
Majors).— Table 3 shows that for the correlation between performance in
high school mathematics and college physics, the "r" was .196 which was
not significant because .^90 is the required "r" at l^e one per cent
level of confidence. For high school mathematics the mean and median
was 3«60 and 3«63» respectively; whereas, for the college plysics gro\q>
the mean and median was 1.51 and 1.33, respectively.
3S
*r" between High School Mathematics and College Social Science
(Mathematics Ma.jor)*—» Table 3 shows that "r" is *30 for the performance
in high school mathematics and college social science* The *r" of *30
was not significant for it was less than *590 at the one per cent level
of confidence and 17 degrees of fl'eedom* For the high school mathema¬
tics the mean and median was 3*96 and 3»90, respectl'gel^; whereas^ for
the college social science groi^ the mean and median was 2*29 and 2*33>
re^ectively*
"r“ between the High School Mathanatics and College IhgHsh
(Mathematics Major),— Table 3 also reveals that “r" is *0116 for the
perfoxmances in high school mathematics and college English* At the
one per c ent level of confidence and with 17 degrees of freedom, "r"
shotild be *590, which indicates that the obtained correlation of •0l;6
had no significant relationship*
The mean of the high school mathematics average was 3*56 and the
mean of the college English was 2*35* median of the high school
mathematics averages was 3*90 and the median of the college English
averages was 2*Ul*
Correlation between IE.gh School Science and College
Major Subject ^eas Obtained by Mathematics
Majors of the I960 Graduates of the FAur
Colleges in the Atlanta University ^
System
Analysis of the Correlation*— The data on the correlations between
high school science and the respective college subject grade-point
averages earned by the thirty mathematics majors of the four colleges
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are presented in Table k, page 37* and analyzed in the appropriate
csptioned paragraphs below*
"r" between %gh School Science and College Mathematics (Mathematics
Majors )*»«■ Table U shows that for the correlation between the perfonnance
in high school science and college mathematics^ the "r" is -aOUQ* Tbis
is not significant, for the "r" at the one per cent level of confidence
with a freedom of 28 degrees should be .bTO. The "r" itself was
negative and not large enough to warrant the conclusion that the in¬
dicated relationship was significant*
Therefore, the data inply' that there was not a significant relation¬
ship among the performances in high school science and college mathema¬
tics* %e mean of the averages for high school science was 3*3^ and the
median average was 3*U0*^ The mean of the averages for college mathema¬
tics was 2*8U and median was 2*82*
“r“ between High School Science and College Biology (Mathematics
Majors)*— Table U shows that for the correlation between hi^ school
science and college biology the "r" was which was not statistically
significant for *51*9 is required for "r" at the one per cent level of
confidence with 20 degrees of freedom* The mean for the averages of
high school science group was 3*U8 and the median was 3*50* The mean
for the averages of the college biology grot^) was 2*14.6 with a median
of 2*00*
*r" between High School Science and College Chemistry (Mathematics
Majors)*— Table k shows also that for the correlation between averages
in high school science and college chemistry for students majoring in
TABLE
CORRELATIONS DERIVED FROM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE
AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BY SELECTED STUDENTS WHO MAJORED
IN MATHMATICS AT THE FOUR COLLEGES. IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM
r
Paired Variables Number Reouired Obtained Significance
Mean Median




1 0 NS 2,81| 2.82
High School Sciences 3.U8 3.50
and
College Biology 21 .395 NS 2.U6
2.00
High School Sciences 3.25 3.19
and
College Chemistry 20 .561 .016 NS 2.32 2.37
High School Sciences 3.I43 3.58
and
College Physics 18 .590 -.039 NS 1.59 1.00
High School Sciences 3.U5 3.63
and
College Sooial Science 17 .606 .332 NS 2.25 2.25
High School Sciences 3.35 3.63
and
College fiiglish 17 .606 .182 NS 2.U5 2.33
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mathematics, the "r" was .OlS, The obtained "r“ of •CCL6 was not
statisticallT* significant because at the one per cent level of con-
fidehbe with 19 degrees of freedom, "r" should be •561* The mean of
the averages for high school science was 3*25 and the median was 3«50j
the mean of the averages for college chemistry was 2.32 and the median
was 2.37*
”r" between High School ^cience and College Physics (Mathematics
Majors).-- Table further shows that for high school science and college
physics, the "r” was .039 which was not statistically significant for it
was not as great as .^90 which was the required "r" at the one per
level of confidence with 17 degrees of freedom. The mean of the
averages of this high school science grotQ> was 3»h3 and the median was
3.^8. The mean of the college pbTnics group was 1.59 and the median
was 1.00.
”r” between High School Science and College Social Science
(Mathematics Majors).— Table U further shows that for high school
science and college social science for this group, the obtained "r" was
.332 which was of no statistical significance in an much as .605 is
the required "r" at the one per cent level of confidence with l6
degrees of freedom. The mean of the high school science averages was
3.U5 and the median was 3.63. ^ mean of the college social science
averages was 2.28 and the median was 2.25*
"r" between High School Science and College English (Mathematics
Majors).— Finally, Table h shows that "r" is .182 for high school
science and college English which is not statistically significant
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because the required "r” at the one per cent level of confidence is *606
with 17 degrees of flreedom* The mean of the averages of this high
school science group was and a median of 3*63« The mean of the
averages of the college English students was 2*145 and the median was 2«33*
It is in5)ortant to iiote that none of the "r's" in Table I4 were
large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relationships
of the correlation coefficients were significant*
Therefore, the data of Table U, page 37» iinpUed that there are
not any significant relationships among the performances in high school
science and the various college subject areas for the students who
major in mathematics at the college level*
Correlation between High School Social Studies and
College Major Subject Areas Obtained by Mathema¬
tics Majors of the i960 Graduates of the Four
Colleges in the Atlanta University System
Analysis of the Correlations.— The data on the correlations
between high school social studies and the respective college subject
grade-point averages earned hy liie thiriy mathematics majors of the
four colleges are presented in Table page I4O, and analyzed in the
appropriate captioned paragraphs below*
”r" between High School Social Studies and College Mathematics
(Mathematics Majors).— Table 5 shows that for the correlation between
the performance in high school social studies and college mathematics,
the "r" was *198 which was not statistically significant because the
"r" at the one per cent level of confidence with a freedom of 27 degrees
should be at least *1478* The mean of the high school social studies
TABLE $
CORRELATIONS DERIVED FROM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL
STUDIES AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BI SELECTED STUDMTS WHO




Nimiber Required Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School Social Studies 3.38 3.50
and 2.86College Mathematics 28 .U78 .198 NS 2.77
Mgh School Social Studies 3.U8 3.50
and
College Blolog7 21 *$k9 .227 NS 2.25 2.00
High School Social Studies 3.29 3.00
and
College Ch^olstry 19 .575 .237 NS 2.25 2.U0
High School Social Studies 3.ii5 3.67
and
College Physics 17 •6o6 ooo.1 NS 1.52 1.00
High School Social Studies 3.51 3.83
and
College Social Science 17 .606 .327 NS 2.28 2.25
High School Social Studies 3.51 3.83
and
College English 17 .606 .106 NS 2.1i7 2.33
averages was 3*38 and the median was 3*30* The mean of the college
mathematics averages of this same group was 2*86 and the median w^s 2*77 •
”r" between High School Social Studies and College Biology (Mathema¬
tics Majors)«—» Table 5 shows that for the correlation among the per-
fonoances of students in high school social studies and college biologjr^
the "r" was *227, which was not statistically significant because ♦SU?
is the required "r" at the one per cent level of confidence with 20
degrees of freedom* The mean of the high school social studies averages
was 3*U8 and the median was 3«50* The mean of the college biology
averages was 2*2^ and the median was 2*00*
”r* between High School Social Studies and College fehemlstry (Mathe¬
matics Majors)»<-" Table $ shows also that for the correlation among
averages in high school social studies and college chemistry^ the "r"
was *237* The obtained "r" of *237 was not statistically significant,
for at the one per cent level of confidence with 18 degrees of freedom
the required “r" was •575« The mean of the averages for this group in
the hi^ school social studies was 3*29 and the median was 3*00* The
mean of the college chemistry averages was 2*25 and the median was 2«li0*
”r" between High ^chool Social Studies and College Physics (Mathe¬
matics Majors)*~~ Table S further shows that for high school social
studies and college physics, the "r“ was *085, this was not statistically
significant because "r" is *606 at the one per cent level of confidence
with 16 degrees of freedom* The obtained "r" itself was negative and
not large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relation¬
ship was significant* The mean of the averages of the high school social
U2
studies group was Zmk$ and the median was 3*67* The mean of the college
physics averages was 1«52 and the median was 1«00«
"r" between the High School Social Studies and College Social
Science (Mathematics Ma3ors),-»~ The "r" as shown in Table was *327
for the correlation among performances in hi^ school social studies
and college social science for the group* The obtained "r" of *327 was
statistically significant, for at the one per cent level of confidence
with l6 degrees of freedom, the required "r" if *606* The mean of the
averages in high school social studies was 3*51 and l^e median ^as 3*83*
The mean of the college social science averages was 2.28 and the median
was 2*25*
"r” between High School Social Studies and College English (Mathe-
laatics Majors) *•— linally. Table 5 shows that the obtained "r" was *106
for high school social studies and college English which was of no
statistical significants in as much as the required "r" under these
conditions is *606. The mean of the hi^ school social studies averages
was 3«51 and the median was 3»83. The mean of the college English
averages was 2*147 and the medimi ^as 2*33*
It is iiiQJortant to note that the "r" in Table 5 were not large
enough to warrant the conclusion that the correlation coeffici^t of
any one of the indicated relationships was significant* Therefore,
the data of Table 5 inplies that there was no significant relationships
among the perfozmance in high school social studies and the various
college subject areas for the students who majored in mathematics at the
college level*
Correlation between School Ikiglish and College
Major Subject Areas Obtained by Mathematics
Majors of the i960 Graduates of the Four
Colleges in the Atlanta University
Syst«a
AnaHysis of the Correlations*— The data on the correlations between
high school social studies and the re^^ective college subject grade-
point averages earned by the thirty mathematics majors of the four colleges
are presented in Table 6, page 14|., and analyzed in the expropriate
captioned paragrephs below*
”r" between High ^chool Ehglish and College Mathematics (Mathema-
tics Majors)*— Table $ shows that for the correlation among the per¬
formances on high school ^glish and college mathematics, the "r** was
*256* This obtained "r" of *256 was not statistically significant
because the "r" at the one per cent level of confidence with a freedom
of 29 degrees should be at least *1^63* The mean of the high school
English averages was 3*^0 and the median was 3«56« The mean of the
college mathematics averages was 2*81^ with a median of 2*83*
"r” between High School English and College Biology (Mathamatics
Majors)*— Table 6, page lilt, shows that for the correlation among the
performances on high school i^lish and college biology, the "r" was
•182* This obtained “r" of *182 was not statistically significant for
the required "r“ of *537 at the one per cent level of confidence at 21
degrees of freedom* The mean of the high school %glish averages was
3*it9 and the median was 3*75* The mean of the college biology averages
was 2*78 and the median was 2*25*
TABLE 6
CORRELATIONS DERIVED FROM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH
AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BY SELECTED STUDENTS WHO MAJORED





Number Required Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School EngUsh 3.U0 3.56
and
College Mathematics 30 •U63 .256 NS 2.8h 2.83
Mgh School Ekigllsh 3.k9 3.75
and
College Biology 22 .537 .182 NS 2.78 2.25
High School English 3.3U 3.50
and
College Chemistry 21 -.051 NS 2.3U 2.U0
High School English 3.57 3.71
and
College Physics 18 .$90 .257 NS 1.51 1.66
lEgh School En^ish 3.38 3.56
and
College Social Sciences 18 .$90 .353 NS 2.29 2.25
High School English 3.56 3.79
and
College English 18 .$90 .3li3 NS 2.52 2.1a
"r" between %gh School English and College Cheinistry (Mathematics
Majors)*— Table 6 shows also that for the correlation among high school
English averages and college chemistxy^ the '*r" was .O^l* The obtained
"r" was not statistically significant, for the required "r* of »$k9 at
the one per cent level of confidence and 20 degrees of freedom* Further,
this "r" of *051 was negative* The mean of the high school English
averages was 3»3h and the median was The mean of the college
chemistry average was 2*3U and the median was 2*U0*
”r" between Hi^ School English and College Physics (Mathematics
Majors)*— The "r" was *257 as shown in Table 6 for performances on high
school English and college physics, was not statistically significant
because the "r" must be *590 at the one per cent level of confidence with
17 degrees of freedom* The mean of the high school -English averages was
3*57 and the median was 3*71* %e mean of the college physics averages
was l*5l and the median was l*6l*
"r" between High School English and College Social Sciences (Mathe¬
matics Majors)*— As shown in Table 6, the "r" was .353 for the corre¬
lation among the performances on high school English and college social
sciences* The "r* of *353 was not statistically significant because
"r" must be .590 or more at the one per cent level of confidence with
17 degrees of freedom* The mean of the high school Ehglish averages
was 3*38 and the median was 3*56, while the mean of the college social
science averages was 2*29, with a median of 2*25*
"r” between Hjgdi School English and College Biglish (Mathematics
Majors)>■— Finally, Table 6, page UU, shows that the "r" was *3U3 for
high school English and college l^gUsh* This "r” of .3U3 was not
statistically significant for the required "r" of ♦590 at the one per
cent level of confidence and 17 degrees of freedom* The mean of the
high school ^hgUsh averages was 3*56 and the median was 3*79« The
mean of the collegs English averages was 2*52 and the median was 2*Ul*
The "r's" for all the correlations coefficients In Table 6, page
UU, were not large enough to warrant the conclusion that they were
significant* Therefore, the data contained in Table 6 imply that there
are no significant relationships among the performances in high school
English and the various college subject areas for the students who
majored in mathematics*
Correlation between High School Languages and
College Major Subject -Areas Obtained by
Mathematics Majors of the I960 Gradu¬
ates of the Four Colleges in the
Atlanta University ^stem
Analysis of the Correlation*— The data on the correlations
between high school social studies and the respective college subject
grade-point averages earned in the thir'^ mathematics majors of the
foTir colleges are presented in Table 7, page 47, and analyzed in the
^propriate captioned paragr^hs below*
"r" between Hjgh School Languages and College Mathematics (Mathe¬
matics Majors)*— Table 7 shows that for the correlation among the
performances of students in high school languages and college mathematics
the "r" was *125» "r" of *125 was not statistically significant because
the "r” at the one per cent level of confidence with a freedom of 19
TABLE 7
CORRELATIONS DERIVED FROM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL
LANGUAGES AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BI SELECTED
STUDENTS WHO MAJORED IN MATHEMATICS AT THE FOUR
COLLEGES IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITT SYSTEM
r
Paired Variables Number Required Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School Languages 3.3U 3.67
and
College Mathematics 19 .575 .125 NS 2.70 2.78
High School Languages 3.37 3.58
and
College Biology 12 .708 .318 NS 2.29 3.00
High School Languages 3.19 3.00
and
College Chemistxy 11 .735 .018 NS 2.27 2.50
High School Languages^ 3.55 3.9U
and
College Physics 10 .765 .327 NS 1.52 1.00
High School Languages 3.39 3.3U
and
College Social Science 10 .765 .h67 NS 2,18 1.83
High School Languages 3.39 3.3U
and
College English 10 .765 CM• NS 2.30 2.33
U8
degrees should be The mean of the high school language averages
vas 3»3h and the median was 3«67« The mean of liie college mathematics
averages of this group was 2,70 and the median was 2,78,
"r" between High School Languages and College Biology fMathematics
Majors).— Table 7 shows the "r" was *318 for the correlation among the
performances of students in high school languages and college biolog7,
which was not statistically significant because *57^ is the required
"r* at the one per cent level of confidence with 12 degrees of freedom.
The mean of the high school language averages was 3*37 and the median
3.58. The mean of the college biology averages was 2.29 and the median
was 3«00.
*r* between High School Languages and College Chemistry (Mathema¬
tics Majors).— Table 7 shows that for the correlation among averages
in high school languages and college chemistry, the **r'* is .018. The
obtained "r* of .CXL8 was not statistically significant, for at the one
per cent level of confidence with U degrees of freedom, the required
“r" was .735. The mean of the averages for this groip in the high
school languages was 3«1? and the median was 3.00. The mean of the
college chemistry averages was 2.27 and the median was 2.50.
”r" between High School Languages and College Physics (Mathematics
Majors).— Table 7 shows that for high school languages and college
physics, the “r" was #327* This «r" was not statistically significant
for the required “r" is .765 at the oxie per cent level of confidence
with 10 degrees of fjreedam. The mean of the averages of the high school
languages averages for this group was 3*55 and the median was 3.9li. The
mean of the college physics averages was 1*52 and the median was l.OO.
”r" between %gh School languages and College Social Sciences
(Mathematics Kajors)«—• The "r" shown in Table 7 was •14.67 for the corre¬
lation among performances in high school languages and college social
science for this grotg)* The obtained "r" was of no statistical signi¬
ficance, for at the one per cent level of confidence with 10 degrees
of freedom, the required "r" was •765« The mean of the averages in
high school languages was 3*39 and the median was 3*3l;* ^ mean of
the college social science averages was 2«l8 and the median was 1«83«
"r* between High School Languages and College English (Mathematics
Majors)*— PlnaUy, Table 7 shows that the obtained "r" of *261; for high
school languages and college English was not of statistical significance
in an much the required "r” was *765 at the one per cent level of con¬
fidence with 10 degrees of freedom* ^he mean of the high school
language averages was 3*39 and the median was 3*3U* The mean of the
college £kiglish averages was 2*30 and the median was 2*33*
The "r's" in Table 7 were not large enough to warrant the conclusion
that the cor3:*elation coefilclents of any of the indicated relationships
were significant* Therefore, the d4ta of Table 7 imply that -Uiere are
no significant relationships among the perforsaaances in high school
languages and the various college subject areas for the students who
major in mathematics*
Performance of Biology Majors
This section of tbs research^r^ort presents the data on the coxre-
latlons between hi^ school and college grade>T>olnt averages on paired
$0
Tarlables of selected content-areas as indicated for the biologT* majors
in the four colleges of the Atlanta lM.versit7 Center* Table 8 through
12 portray these data*
Correlation between High School Hathematics and
College Major Subject Areas Obtained by
Biology Majors of tbs I960 Graduates
of the Four Colleges in the Atlanta
Itaiversity/System
Analysis of the Correlations,— The data on the correlations
between high school mathematics and the respective college subject grade-
point averages earned by the twen'ty-three biology majors of the four
colleges are presented in Table 8, page 5l# and analysed in the impro¬
priate optioned paragraphs below,
"r" between High School Mathematics and College Biology (Biology
Majors),— Table 8 shows that the index of the relationship among the
performances of students was an "r" of ,228 which was not statistically
significant for the required "r” of *537 at the one per cent level of
confidence and 21 degrees of freedom, %e mean of the high school
mathematics averages was 3*21 and a median of 3*71, The mean of the
college biology grade-point averages was 2*62 and a median of 2,53«
"r" for High School Mathematics and College Mathematics (Biology
Majors),— Table 8, page $1, shows that for the correlation among the
grade-point average of students in hi^ school mathematics and college
mathematics "r" was ,180* The obtained "r" of ,180 was not statis¬
tically significant for ,561 is the required "r" at the one per cent
level of confidence with 20 degrees of freedom. The "r" itself was
TABLB 8
COEREIiATIONS DERIVED FRCM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS AND COLIEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BI SELECTED
STUDENTS WHO MAJORED IN BIOLOGY AT THE FOUR COLLEGES
IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
r
Paired Vaidables
Number Required Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School Mathematics 3.21 3.17
and
College Blolog7 22 .537 .228 NS 2.62 2.53
High School Mathematics 3.18 3.00
and
College Mathematics 20 .561 -.180 NS 2.59 2.50
High School I^thematics 3.21 3.17
and
College Chemistr7 22 .537 .087 NS 2.50 2.36
High School Mathematics 3.0li 3.33
and
College Pt^ics 16 .623 .171 NS 1.78 1.75
High School Mathematics 3.26 3.17
and
College Social Sciences lU .661 .UU2 NS 2.lih 2.U0
High School Mathematics 3.26 3.07
and
College English lU .661 .17U NS 2.57 2.67
52
negative and was not large enough to warrant the conclusion that the
indicated rel4tionship was signillcant* ‘'^he mean of the high school
mathematics averages was 3«18 and 'tiie median was 3«00« The mean of the
college mathematics averages was 2«59 and the median was 2«50«
*r" Between High School Mathematics and College Chemistiy (Biology
Majors)»«— Table 8 shows also that for the correlation among grade-point
averages of the students in high school mathematics and college
chemistry, the "r” was •087* The obtained "r" of *08? was not statis¬
tically significant, for at the one per cent level of confidence with 22
degrees of freedom, the required "r" was •537* The mean of the averages
for this grovQ) in the high school mathematics was 3*21 and the median
was 3*17« The mean of the college chemistry averages was 2«50 and the
median was 2*38«
«*r" between High ^chool Mathematics and College Physics (Biology-
Majors )>-~ Table 8, page further shows that for high school mathema¬
tics and college physics, the "r" was *171 which was not statistically
significant because "r" should be at least *623 at the one per cent level
of confidenca for 16 degrees of fji^dom. The mean of the averages for
this group in the hi^ school mathematics was 3«QU and median was 3*33*
The mean of the averages in college physics was 1.78 and the median was
1.75.
”r” between High School Mathematics and College Social Sciwices
(Biology Majors).— As shown in Table 8 there was an "r" of »hh2 for the
correlation among grade-point averages in hi^ school mathematics and
college social sciences for this groi:p. The obtained "r" of .lilt2 was
53
not statistical significant for at the one per cent level of confidence
with 111 degrees of freedom the critical "r" was *661 or more* ^hs mean
of the averages in high school mathematics was 3*26 and the median vas
3*17 • mean of the college social science averages was 2«i|ii and the
median was 2«1|0«
"r" between High School Mathematics and College English (Biology
Majors)«-»- Table 8, finally shows that the obtained “r" was .ITli for the
correlation of the relationships among the performances in high school
mathematics and college £hglish^ which is of no statistical significance
in as much as the required "r” was *661 at the one per cent level of
confidence with lii degrees of freedom* ^he mean of the high school
mathematics averages was 3*26 and the median was 3*17* mean of the
college English averages was 2*57 and the median was 2*67«
The "r's" in Table 8 were not large enough to warrant the conclusion
that the correlation coefficient of any of the indicated relationships
was significant* ^erefore^ the data in Tali^e 8 in^ly that there was
no significant relationships among the performances in high school
mathematics and ths various college subject areas for the students who
majored in biology*
Correlation between £tigh School Science and College
Major Subject Areas Obtained by Biology Majors
of the i960 Graduates of the Four Colleges
in the Atlanta Universily %stem
Analysis of the Correlations*— The data on the correlations
between high school science and the respective college subject grade-
point averages earned by the twenly-three Biology majors of the four
colleges are presented in Table page and analyzed in the appro¬
priate captioned paragraphs below*
”r** between High ^chool Science and College Biology (Biology
Majors)*— Table 9 shows that for the correlation among the grade-point
averages on hi^ school sciences and college biology the "r" was *l|ijl*
The obtained "r" of *ljl*l was relatively high ccmpared to liiat £ac other
correlations but it was not high etK>ugh to be of statistical significant^
because an "r" of *537 is required at the one per cent level of confi¬
dence with 22 degrees of freedom* The mean of the averages of the high
school sciences was 3*30 and the median was 3*17• The mean of the
college biology averages was 2*62 and the median was 2*53*
*r" between ^Igh School Sciences and College Mathematics (Biology-
Majors)*— Table 9, page 55# shows the "r" to bo *17U for the corre¬
lation among the performances of students in high school sciences and
college biology* This "r” of *17l|. was not statistically significant#
for *56l i.i the required "r" at the one per cent level of confidence
with 20 degrees of freedom* The mean of the hyghages of the hi^ school
sciences wets 3*28 and the median was 3«17« The mean of the college
mathematics averages was 2*60 and tbs median was 2*59*
between High School Sciences and College Chemistry (Mology
Majors)*— Table 9 shows that for the correlation among grade-point
averages on high school sciences and college chemistry# the "r** was
*UlU which was relatively hi^ but yet not statistically significant
because the required "r" is *537 et the one per cent level with 22
degrees of freedom* The mean of the averages of the high school sciences
TABLE 9
CORRELATIONS DERIVED ERCM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL
SCIENCE AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BY SELECTED STUDENTS




Nmber ReaiJired Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School Science 3.30 3.17
and
College Biology 22 .537 .Uil NS 5.62 2.53
High School Science 3.28 3.17
and
College Mathematics 20 .561 .17i* NS 2.60 2.59
High School Science 3.30 3.17
and
College Chemistry 22 .537 .lOU NS 2.50 2.38
High School Science 3.39 3.33
and
College Physics 16 .623 .110 NS 1.78 1.57
High School Science 3.38 3.33
and
College Social Studies lU .661 .288 NS 2.hh 2.U0
High School Science 3.38 3.33
and
College English lU .661 .298 NS 2.57 2.67
56
was 3*30 aixi the median was 3*17« ^he mean of the college chemistry
averages was 2«50 and the median was 2*38*
"r" between EH-gh School Sciences and College Physics (Biology
Majors)*— The "r" of *110 for the correlation for perfoimances between
high school sciences and college physics is shown in Table 9» This
was not sigiificant according to statistics because the required "r" at
the one per cent level of confidence with l6 degrees of freedom is «623*
The mean of the averages of the high school sciences was 3*39 and the
median was 3*33« The mean of the college physics avetages was 1«78 and
the median was 1*75*
Mr" between Hjgh School Science and College Social Science (Biology-
Majors)*— Table 9 shows that the "r" was *288 for the correlation among
grade-point averages in hig^ school sciences ahd college social sciences;
and it was not statistically significant because the critical *r" is
*661 at the one per cent level of confidence and lU degrees of freedom*
The mean of the averages of the high school sciences was 3*38 and thes
median was 3*33* His mean of the college social science averages was
2*Uli and the median was 2*ii0*
*r" between %gh School Sciences and College Biglish (Biology
Majors)*— Finally, Table 9 shows that "r" was *2^8 between the grade-
point av^ages high school sciences and college English* The "r" of
*298 was not statistically significant for it was less than *66l at the
one per cent level of confidence with ll| degrees of freedom* the mean
of th« averages of high school sciences was 3*30 and the median was 3*33*
The mean of the college English averages was 2*57 and the median was
2*67*
57
The "r*s" for all the correlation coefficients in Table 9, page 55*
were not large enou^ to warrant the conclusion that the7 were signifi¬
cant. Therefore, the data contained in this table ijpi^ly that there
were no significant relationships among the performances in high school
sciences and the Tarlous college subject areas for the students who
majored in biology*
C0n^el4tidii between High School Social Studies and
College Major Subject ^eas Obtained by Biology
Majors of the I960 Qraduates of the Four
Colleges in the Atlanta University System
Analysis of •ttie Correlation*— The data on the correlations
between high school social studies and the respective college subject
grade-point averages earned by the twenty-three biology majors of the
four colleges are presented in Table 10, page $8, and analyzed in the
appropriate C£^tioned paragr^^hs below*
"r** between High School Social Studies and College Biology (Biology
Majors)*— Table 10 shows the fact that "r" was *IJt6 for the relation¬
ships among the performances of students in high school social studies
and college biology* The "r" of *Uli6 was not statistically significant
for it is less than *537 at the one per cent level of confidence with 22
degrees of freedom* The mean of the hi^ school social studies averages
was 3*U0 with a median of 3*^« The mean of the college biology
averages was 2*62 and median was 2*53*
"r" between High School Social Studies and College Mathematics
(Biology Majors),— Table 10 shows the fact that the relationships
among the performances of sttidents in high school social studies and
college mathematics was an "r" of *1^62. This obtained "r" was relatively
TABLE 10
COERELAffilONS DERIVED FRCM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES AND COLIEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BT SELECTED
STUDENTS WHO MAJORED IN BIOLOGY AT THE FOUR COLLEGES IN
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
Paired Variables Number
r
Significance Mean MedianRecjuired Obtained
High School Social Studies 3.U0 3.1a
and
College Biology 22 •537 •Wi6 NS 2.62 2.53
High School Social Studies 3.31+ 3.32
and
College Mathematics 20 .561 .U62 NS 2iS9 2.58
High School Social Studies 3.U0 3.1a
and
College Chemistry 22 .537 .371 NS 2.50 2.1+0
High School Social Studies 3.51+ 3.50
and
College Physics 16 .623 .236 NS 1.72 1.50
High School ^ooial Studies 3.57 3.75
and
College Social Sciences lU .661 .52 NS 2.1+1+ 2.1+0
High School Social Studies 3.60 3.50
and
College English 2h .661 •k09 NS 2.58 2.67
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high when compared with others obtained^ but it was not statistically
significant in -Tiew of the required "r“ of *561 at the one per cent
level of confidence for 20 degrees of freedom* The mean of the averages
for high school social studies was 3»3h with a median of 3*32* The
mean for the college mathematics averages was 2,$9 with a median of 2*58*
"r" between High School Social Studies and College Chemistry
(Biology Majors)*— Table 10 shows that among grade-point averages in
high school social studies and college chemistry^ the ’’r" was «371« %e
obtained ”r” of *371 Is not statistically significant because at the
one per cent level of confidence with 22 degrees of Areedom the required
"r" is *537* The mean of the high school social studies averages was
3*It0 and the median was 3*l4l* The mean of the college chemistry
averages was 2*50 and the median was 2*U0*
"r” between %gh School Social Studies and College Physics (Biology
Majors)*— Table 10, page $8, shows that for high school social studies
and college physics the obtained "r" was *236 which was not statistically
significant because it was less than *623 the required "r" at the one
per cent level of confidence with 16 degrees of freedom* The mean of
the high school social studies averages was 3«51| and the median was 3*50*
The mean of the college physics averages was 1*72 and the median was
1.50*
”r" between High ^chool Social Studies and tillage Social Science
(Biology Majors)*— Table 10 shows the "r" of *52 among the grade-point
averages in hig^ school social studies and college social science* The
obtained "r" of *52 wqs not statistically significant at the one per
6o
cent level of confidence with lJ+ degrees of freedomj for it was less
than *661 or more* mean of the averages in high school social
studies was 3*57 and the median was 3*75* The mean of the averages of
college social sciences was 2*Ui and the median was 2«^.
"r" between High School Social Studies and College English (Biology
Ma.1or3)»—» Jlnall7, Table 10 shows that the obtaii»d “r" of.ltC^ for high
school social studies and college Ihglish was not statistically signifi¬
cant because it was less than .661 at the one per c ent level of con¬
fidence with lU degrees of freedom* The mean of the high school social
studies averages was 3*60 with a median of 3*50* The mean of the
college ]&iglish averages was 2*58 with a median of 2*67*
The "r’s" in Table 10^ page 58, were not large enough to warrant
the conclusion that the coefficients of coznrelatlon of any of the paired
variables was significant* Therefore, the data of Table 10 imply that
there are no significant relationships among the performances in high
school social studies and the various college subject areas for the
students who majored in biology*
Correlation between High School &gllsh and College
Major Subject Areas Obtained by Biology Majors
of the i960 Graduates of the Four Colleges
in the Atlanta University System
Analysis of the Correlations*— The data on the correlations between
high school Bn^sh and the respective college subject;7grade-point
averages earned by the twenty-three Biology aiajors of the four colleges
are presented in Table 11, page 6I, and analyzed in the sppropriate
captioned paragraphs below*
TABLE 11
CORRELATIONS DERIVED FRCM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH SCHOOL
ENCHilSH AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BY SELECTED STUDENTS
WHO MAJORED IN BIOLOGY AT THE FOUR COLLEGES IN THE ATLANTA
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
Paired Variables Number Required Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School English 3.23 3.13
and 2.62
College Biology 22 .537 .317 NS
2.53
High School Ihglish 3.22 3.25
and
College Mathematics 20 •561 .3ia NS
2 .60 2.58
High School English 3.23 3.13
and
College Chemistry 22 .537 .U21 NS 2.50 2.37
High School English 3.38 3.25
and
College Physics 16 .623 .U22 NS 1.72 1.50
KLgh School English 3.22 3.25
and
College Social Sciences lU .661 .6Ii7 NS 2.1i8 2.1;0
High School English 3.U5 3.25
and
CoUege English lU .661 .ll;0 NS 2.57 2.67
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"r" between High School Ehglish and College Biologr (Biology
Majors).— Table 11 shows that the relationships among the performances
of students in high school £^lish and college biologjj Indicated the
"r" of .317 which was not statistically significant for it was less
than *537 at the one per cent level of confidence with 22 degrees of
freedom* The mean of the high school Eh^sh averages was 3*23 and the
median was 3•13* The mean for the college biology averages was 2*62
and the median was 2*53«
"r” between High School English and College Mathematd.cs (Biology
Majors)*— Table 11, page 6l, shows that the "r" was *3ill for the
relationships among the grade-point averages performances of students
in high school English and college mathematics* The ^r" of *3i)l was
not statistically significant for it was less than the required "r” of
•56l at the one per cent level of confidence with 20 degrees of freedom*
The mean of the high school En^sh was 3*22 and the medisn was 3«25«
The mean of the college mathematics averages was 2*60 and the median
was 2*^8*
*»r" between High School English and College Chemistry (Biology
Majors)*— Table 11 shows that among the grade-point averages per-
mances of the students in high school mathematics and college chemistry,
the "r" was *1^21, which was not of any statistical significance because
it was less than *^37 at the one per cent level of confidence and with
22 degrees of freedom* The mean of the high school English averages
was 3«23 and the median was 3*31* The mean of the college chemistry
averages was 2*50 and the median was 2*37*
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between High School English and College Physics (Biology
Majors).-- Table 11, page 6l, shows that the grade-point averages for
high school ^gllsh and college physics revealed the "r" was »k22 which
was not statistically significant because the "r" of .623 is required
at the one per cent level with l6 degrees of freedom* ^he mean of the
high school English averages was 3*38 and the median was 3*25« mean
of the college physics a^rerages was 1*72 with a median of 1*50*
«r” between High School English and College Social Sciences (Biology
Majors)*— Table 11 shows that the correlation for high school !^gllsh
and college social sciences was the "r" of *6U7 which was not statisti¬
cally significant because the required "r" is *66l at the one per cent
level of confidence with ll^ degrees of freedom* The mean of the high
school English averages was 3*22 and Idie median was 3*25* The mean of
the college social science averages was 2*U8 and the median was 2*U0*
*r" between High School Ihglish and College English (Biology
Majors)*— Table 11, page 6l, finally shows that the obtained "r" was
*ll|.0 for the relationships among the grade-point averages perfoimances
in high school English and college ^glish* This obtained "r" of .lUO
was not statistically significant in as much as the required "r” is *661
at the one per cent level of confidence with lU degrees of freedom*
The mean of the high school English was and the median was 3*25*
The mean of the college English was 2*57 with a median of 2*67*
The "r’s" in Table 11 were relatively large when conpared with other
"r*s" obtained in this series* Tet none of these "r's" were large
6U
enough to warrant the conclusion that the correlations coefficient of
any of the indicated pairings of variables was significant* Therefore,
the data in Table U, page 6l, iiiply that there are no significant
relationships among the performances in high school Qiglish and the
various college subject areas for the students who majored in biology*
Correlation between High School Languages and
College Major Subject Areas Obtained by
Biology Majors of the I960 Graduates
of the Four Colleges in the
Atlanta University System
Analysis of the Correlations*— The data on the correlations
between high school languages and the respective college subject grade-
point averages earned by twenty-three biology majors of the four colleges
are presented in Table 12, page 65, and analyzed in the appropriate
captioned paragraphs below*
"r" between High School Languages and College Biology (Biology
Majors)*— Table 12, page 65, shows that for the correlation among the
performances of the students in high school languages, the "r" was *5U7>
The obtained "r" of *547 was relatively high when con5>ared with that
of oi^r correlations in this discussion, but it was not statistically
significant; for it was less than *623 at the one per cent level of
confidence with 16 degrees of freedcmi* The mean of the high school
language averages was 3*38 and the median was 3*50* The mean of the
college biology averages was 2«5U and the median was 2*47*
*r" between ffi.gh School Languages and College Mathematics (Biology
Majors)*— Table 12 shows further that the "r" was *14 for the corre¬
lation among the grade-point averages of students in hi^ school
TABLE 12
COEEELATIONS DERIVED FRCM THE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR HIGH
SCHOOL LANGUAGES AND COLLEGE SUBJECT AREAS EARNED BY
SELECTED STUDENTS WHO MAJORED IN BIOLOGY AT THE
FOUR COLLEGES IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
r
Faired Variables
Number Required Obtained Significance Mean Median
High School Languages 3.38 3.50
and
College Biology 16 .623 .5U7 NS 2.5U 2.1*7
High School Languages 3.U0 3.50
and
College Mathematics 13 .68Ii -.lU NS 2.53 2.50
High School Languages 3.38 3.50
and
College Chemistry 16 .623 .379 NS 2.1*7 2.1a
High School Languages 3.51 3.79
and
College Fl^lcs 12 .708 .066 NS 1.67 1.50
High School Languages 3.51 3.79
and
College Social Sciences 10 .765 .379 NS 2.1*5 3.00
High School Languages 3.51 3.79
and
College English 10 .765 .636 NS 2.52 2.50
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languages and college mathematics. This "r" of .lU was not statis¬
tically significant for it was less than .681t at the one per cent level
of confidence with 13 degrees of freedom. The mean of the high school
language averages was 3»h0 with a median of 3.50« The mean of the
college math^atics averages was 2.53 with a median of 2,$0,
”r" between School Languages and CpHege Chemistry (Bjology
Majors).— Table 12 shows that for the correlation among the grade-
point averages for high school languages and college chemistry, the
"r" was •379j which was not statistically significant for it was less
than .623 at the one per cent level with I6 degrees of freedom. The
mean of the high school language averages was 3*38 and the median was
3.50. The mean for the college chemistry averages was 2*k7 and the
median was 2.1|1.
"r" between High school Language and CoUfige Physics (Biology
Majors).— Table 12, page 65, shows that the "r" was .066 for the
coefficient of correlation for performances in high school languages
and college plysics. The "r" of .066 was not statistically significant
for it was less than .708 at the one per cent level of confidence with
12 degrees of freedom. The mean of the high school languages averages
was 3*51 end the median was 3«79« The mean of the college physics
averages was I.67 and the median was 1.50.
»r" between High School Languages and College Social Sciences
(Biology Majors).— Table 12 shows that "r" was .379 for the corre¬
lation among the grade-point averages performances in hi^ school
languages and college social sciences. This “r" of .379 was not
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statistically significant because it was less than *765 at the one per
cent level of confidence with 10 degrees of freedom. The mean of the
high school language averages was 3*51 and the median was 3*79• The
mean of the college social sciences was 2.U3 and the median was 3.00.
"r” between IH.gh School Languages and College English (Biology
Majors ).«■«« Pianlly, Table 12, page 65, shows that "r" was .636 for the
correlation among the grade-point averages performances in high school
language and college English. This is irelatively high but not large
enough to be statistically significant because at the one per cent
level of confidence with 10 degrees of freedom, "r" should be .765 or
more to be of significance. The mean of the hi^ school language
averages was 3*51 sxid the median was 3»79» The mean of the college
English averages was 2.52 and the median was 2.50.
The "r's* for all the coefficients of corrdation in Table 12,
page 65, were not large enough to warrant the conclusion that they were
significant. Therefore, the data contained in this table imply that
there are no significant relationships among the performances in hi^
school languages and the various college subject areas for the students
who majored in biology.
Performance of the Plve Chemistry Majors
This section of the research-report presents the data on the com¬
parison of the Bank-Indices, Bank-Means, and Bank-Medians on high
school and college grade-point averages on paired variables of selected
content areas as indicated for the five chemistry majors in the four
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colleges of the Atlanta University Center*
The records used as sources of information shoured onHy five
chemistry majors with complete hi^ school and college records available.
One or more of the five chemistiT’ majors had not enrolled in the
various subject areas in college* Further^ there were those who had
taken certain high school electives. Hence, the mateiial shown in the
tables of this section was organized with reference to "8105)16 rank"
rather then through correlation coefficients, fhe data for this section
are presented in Tables 13 through l6*
Comparison of Bank Indices, Keans and Medians on
High School Kathematits and Selected College
Subjects Obtained for the Chemistry Majors
of the i960 (Graduates of the Four
Colleges in the Atlanta Uni¬
versity System
Analysis of Ranks (Mathematics Core)*— The data in Table 13,
page 69, show the order of Rank (R Rj R R; R R j etc), the mean and
12 13 1 It
derived from the grade-point averages for high school mathematics and
major college subjects as earned by the i960 graduates of Clark, Morris
Brown, Morehouse and Spelman Colleges, who majored in chemistry at the
college level. An analysis of these data, with observations is found
in the subsequent paragraphs below*
Table 13, page 69, shows that the order of rank among the paired
variables of high school mathematics and college physics, follows no
substantial pattern of relationship for the five I98O graduates who
had majored in chemistry* It is obvious that there is a varied degree
of bending of the distribution of all averages ranked among performances
TABLE 13
RMK, MEANS, AND MEDIANS DERIVED FRCM THE AVERAGES OF GRADES RECEIVED IN
HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS AND COLLEGE MAJOR SUBJECT AREAS BT THE
CHEMISTRY MAJORS CHOSEN FROM THE I96O GRADUATES OF THE






































206 1.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.0
212 3.0 5.0 3.0 U.O 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 1.0 2.5 1.5
227 3.0 U.o 3.0 5.0 3.5 1.0 — None 2.5 2.0 2.5 1.5
k05 5.0 1.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 None
hoS 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 3.0
Mean 3.15 2.UO 3.15 2.80 3.2U 2.25 3.33 1.50 3.33 2.75 3.33 2.22
Median 3*00 2.30 3.00 2.78 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.75 3.00 2.33
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in high school mathematics re^ectLvely vith these subject areas at the
college level: (l) chemistrjj (2) biology; (3) social sciences; and
ik) English.
!• For the high school mathematics the mean and median were 3«l5
and 3*00, res5)ectively; whereas, for chemistry at the college
level the mean and median were 2,1^0 and 2*30, respectively#
2# For the high school mathematics of this gcoxxp, the mean and
median irere 3#2l|. and 3*00, respectively; whereas, for the
college biology of this group, the mean and median were 2#25
and 2 #00, respectively#
3# For the high school mathematics of this grovp of fomr cheinlslary
majors, the mean and median were 3#33 and 3#00, re^ectively;
whereas, for the college social sciences for this same group,
the mean and median were 2#75 and 2#75> respectively#
For the high school mathematics of this grotp of three
chemistry majors, the mean and median were 3*33 and 3#00,
respectively; whereas, for the college English of this
same groip the mean and median were 2#22 and 2#33, re^ectively#
Further observation of Table 13, page 69, shows the rank from the
averages in the paired variables of high school mathematics and mathe¬
matics at the college level (for the I960 graduates of these four
colleges in the AtlantaHIkiiversity System who majored in Chemistry) to
have marked relationship* ^he student who ranked 1#0 in high school
mathematics ranged 1#0 in mathematics at the college level; those who
ranked 3#0 (there were three) and 5#0 in high school mathematics
ranked 3#0, 1|#0, and 5#0 in mathmatics at the college level# The one
who ranked 5#0 at the high school level ranked 2#0 at the college level#
For Idle high school mathematics the mean and median were 3#15 and
3#00, respectively; whereas, for mathematics at the college level, the
mean and median were 2#60 and 2*78, respectively#
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Further observation of Table 13, page 6?, also shows the rank for
the averages of the paired variables of high school mathematics and
plqrsics at the college level (for those three chemistrF majors) to be
parallel* The students who ranked 1*0, 2*5 and 2*5 in high school
mathematics, also ranked 1*0, 2.0 and 3*0 in physics at the college
level* This indicated a very high relationship among the perfoxioances
in high school mathematics and for college physics for the three students
who majored in chemistry* For the high school mathematics the mean and
median were 3*33 and 3*00, respectively^ whereas, for the pb^sics at
the college level, the mean and median were 1*50 and 2*00, respectively*
Con^>arison of Bank Indices, Means and Medians on
High School Science and Selected College
Subjects Obtained for the Chemistry
Majors of the I960 Gradviates of
the Four Colleges in the
Atlanta Ifaiversity System
Anal3rsis of Ranks (Mathematics Core)*— The data in Table lU,
page 72, show the order of Rank (R R$R RjR R; etcO, the mean and
12 13 1
the median derived from the grade-point averages for high school science
and major college subjects as earned by the I960 graduates of Clark,
Morris Brown, Morehouse and Reiman Colleges, who majored in chemistry
at the college level* An analysis of these data, with observations is
found in the subsequent paragr54)hs below*
faMe lU, page 72, shows that the order of rank aaong the per¬
formances of the students among the paired variables of high school science
and the major subject areas at the college level, with the exception of
college physics and college biology, follows no definite pattern of
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TABLE Hi
RANK, MEANS, AND MEDIANS DERIVED FRCM THE AVERAGES OF GRADES RECEIVED
IN HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE AND COLLEGE MAJOR SUBJECT AREAS BT THE
CHMISIRY MAJORS CHOSEN FROM THE i960 GRADUATES OF THE







































206 1.5 3.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 3.0 1.5 3.0
212 5.0 it.5 l*.o U.o 3.0 2.5 2.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 1.5
227 1.5 It.O 1.5 5. 1.5 1.0 None 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.5
koS 3.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 None No Record No Record
k06 li.5 2.0 U.5 3.0 None 2.5 3.0 No Record No Record
Mean 3.1iO 2.39 3.1t0 2,80 3.53 2.25 3.33 1.50 3.67 2.75 3.67 2.22
Median 3*00 2.30 3.13 2.78 3.50 2.00 3.00 2,00 it.OO 2.75 U.oo 2.33
Code - indicates the individual student
R^ - Indicates the ranks of the hi^ school subjects
iiidicates the rank of the respective college subjects
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relationship for these five chemistry majors* There is a deviation
from a straight line relationship among the performances in high school
sciences and these subject areas at the college levels respectively;
(1) chemistry; (2) mathematics; (3) social sciences; and (1^) English^
1* For the high school science the mean and median for this
group of five were 3*U0 and 3*00, respectively; whereas,
far chemistry at the college level the mean and median
were 2*39 and 2*30, respectively.
2* For the high school science the mean and median for this
grorq) of five chemistry majors was 3*1+0 and 3*^» respec¬
tively; whereas, for mathematics at the college level the
mean and median were 2*80 and 2*78, respectively*
3* For the high school science the jiean and median for this
group of three chemistry majors were 3*67 and 1^.00, j respec¬
tively; wh«reas, for social sciences at the college level
for this group of three the mean and median were 2*75 and
2*75# respectively*
k» For this group of three chemistry majors the mean and
median for high school sciences was 3*87 and l+.OO,
respectively; whereas, for English at the college level
for this same grovp the mean and median were 2*22 and
2*33» respecU-vely.
Further observation of the data in Table lU, page 72, shows the
rank of the averages of the paired variables of high school sciences and
biology at the college level to have moderate to substantial relation¬
ships* Two students with the rank of 1*5 in high school sciences, ranked
at the 1.0 and 3*0 level in college biology, respectively* Each of the
two students who ranked 3*0 and U*0 in high school sciences ranked 3*0
each in biology at the college level*
For the high school sciences for this group of four chemistry
majors, the medn and median were 3*53 and 3»CX), respectively; whereas,
for biology at the college level, the mean and median for this groip of
Ik
four chemistiy majors were 2,25 and 2.00, respectively.
Further observation of Table lU, page 72« also shows the rank of
the averages in the paired variables of high school sciences and physics
at the college level (for the three chooistry majors who took courses in
physics) to be of marked relationship. The students who ranked 1,0, 2,5
in high school sciences, ranked 1,0, 2,0 and 3,0, respectively, in
physics at the college level. This indicated a very high and dependable
relationship among the perfozmances in high school sciences and physics
at theccoUege level for these three I960 graduates who majored in
chemistry. For high school sciences the mean and median for this groi;^
was 3*33 and 3,60, respectively; whereas, for physics at the college
level the mean and median for this grov^ was 1,50 and 2,00, re^ectively,
Coitq}arison of Bank Indices, Keqas and Kedians
on High School Social Studies and Selected
College Subjects Obtained for the Chemistry
Majors of the I960 Graduates of the Four
Colleges in the Atlanta University
System
Analysis of Ranks (Mathematics Core),— The data in Table 15, page
75* show the order of Sank (R R;R R;R R; etc,), the mean and the
12 13 1 U
median derived fTcmi the grade-point averages forlihlgh school social
studies and major college subjects as earned by the I960 graduates of
Clark, Morris Brown, Morehouse and Spelman Colleges, who majored in
chemistry at the college level. An analysis of these data, with observa¬
tions is found in the subsequent paragraphs below.
Table l5, page 75* shows that the order of rank among the per¬
formances of the students in the paired variables of high school social
TABL2 OS
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studies and the major subject areas at the college levels vlth the ex¬
ception of biology and physics at the college levels has a low relation-
shipj if any at all for these five chemistry majors* There is an
obviotis bending of the distribution of cases presented in the high school
social studies and these subject areas at the college levels respectively
(l) chemistry; (2) mathematics; (3) social sciences; and (1;) English*
!• For the high school social studies for this groi^ of five
chemistry majors^ the mean and median was 3*63 and 1;*00,
respective]jr; whereas, for cheraislay at the college level
the mean and median were 2«1^0 and 2*30, respectively*
2* For the hl^ school social studies the mean and median for
this group of five chemistry majors were 3*63 and U*00,
respectively; whereas, for the perfonnances in mathematics
at the college level the mean and median were 2,79 end 2*78,
respectiveHy*
3* For social studies at the high school level for these three
chemistry majors, the mean and median were 3*67 and li.OO,
respectively; whereas, for the social sciences at the college
level for this groi?) the mean was 2.75 and 2.75, respective^.
1^. For social studies at the high school level for the three
students, the mean and median were 3*67 and it.OO, respectively;
whereas, for English for this grovp at the college level, the
mean and median were 2*22 and 2.33, re^ctively*
Further observation of the data in Table 15, page 75, shows that
the rank of the students in the paired variables of high school social
studies and biology at the college level had a moderately or substanially
linear trend. The students who ranked in the order 1,5, 1#5, 3«0 and
U.O in high school social studies, ranked in parallel order in college
biology, i.e., 1.0, 3*0, 3*0, and 3,0, This indicated a substantial
relationship between the performances in hi^ school social studies and
biology at the college level.
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For the high school social studies for this grotp of four chemistry
majors the mean and median were 3*53 and 3*58, respectively! whereas, for
the biology at the college level the mean and median were 2*25 and 2*50,
respectively.
Further observation of the data in Table 15, page 75* also shows
the rank of the students according to their averages in high school social
studies and pl^sics at the college level (for the three chemistry
majors) to be of substantial significance. The students who ranked in
the order of 1.5> 1*5 and 3*0 in high school social studies, ranked in
same order > 1.0, 2.0 and 2.0 - in physics at the college level. This
indicated a fairly significant relationship among the performances in
the paired variables for -Uiese three students. The meai and median for
this group in high school social studies were 3.67 and U.OO, respec¬
tively; whereas, the meqn and median for this group for physics at the
college level were 1.50 and 2.0, respectively.
Cosparison of Bank Indices, Means and Medians
on High School Ehglish and Selected College
Subjects Obtained for the Chemistry Majors
of the i960 Graduates of the Four
Colleges in the Atlanta Ikiiver-
silgr System
Analysis of Ranks (Mathematics Core).— The data in Table I6, page
78, show the order of Rank (R R;R R;R E; etc.), the mean and the
12 13 Ik
median derived from the grade-point averages for high school English and
major college subjects as earned by the i960 graduates of Clark, Moxrls
Brown, Morehouse and Spelman Colleges, who majored in chemistry at the
college level. M analysis of these data, with observations is found
in the subsequent paragraphs below.
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TABLE 16
RANK, MEANS, AND MEDIANS DERIVED FRCM THE AVERAGES OF GRADES RECEIVED
IN HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH AND COLLEGE MAJOR SUBJECT AREAS BY THE
CHEMISTRY MAJORS CHOSEN FRCM THE I960 GRADUATES OF THE







































206 2.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.5 3.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 3.0 1.5 3.0
212 i;.0 5.0 U.0 U.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 1.5
227 2.0 k*o 2.0 5.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.5
ho$ 5.0 1.0 5.0 2.0 U.o 3.0
Uo6 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0
Mean 3.60 2.iiO 3.59 2.60 3.U7 2.25 3.67 1.5 3.67 2.75 3.67 2.22
Median 1^*00 2.30 U.oo 2.78 3.50 2.50 U.oo 2.00 U.oo 2.75 U.OO 2.33
Code • Indicates the Individual student
- indicates the rank of the high school subjects
1 r' if ^ indicates the rank of the res^pective college subjects
2-3-4-5-0-7
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Table 16, page 78* shows that the order of tank among the per¬
formances of these students In the paired variables of high school
English and the major subject areas at the college level, with the ex¬
ception of high school £kiglish, college chemistry, and high school
English - college biology, there is too much bending in the distri¬
bution of cases for there to exist any relationship in their perform-
1
ances* There is an {^parent deviation from a straight line relation¬
ship among the performances in high school English and these subject
areas at the college level, respectively; (l) high school English-
coUege mathematics; (2) high school Ehglish-college physics; (3) high
school ^gUsh-coUege social sciences; (3) high school English-coUege
English.
1. For the high school English for this group of five chemistry
majors, tie mean and median were 3*69 and U.CX}, respectively;
whereas, for college mathematics the mean and median were
2.80 and 2.78, respectively.
2. For the high school Engli^ for this groiqp of three chemistry
majors the mean and median were 3*67 and li.OO, respectively;
whereas, for physics at the college level the mean and median
were 1.50 and 2.00, respectively.
3. For the high school English for this group of three chemistry
majors graduating from the four colleges of the Atlanta
University System in I960, the mean and median were 3*67 and
U.OO, rei^ectively; whereas, for the social sciences at the
college level, the mean was 2.75 and the median was 2.75*
km For the high school Banish for this group of three chemistry
majors graduating from the four colleges of the Atlanta
lto.versity System in i960, the mean and median were 3*67 and
U.OO, respectively; whereas, for English at the college level
1
J. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and
Education (New lorki McGraw Hill Book ^on5)any, Inc.^ p, lU5*
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the mean and median were 2.22 and 2«33> respectlveily*
Paired Yajriables of High School Languages and College Major
Subject Areas (Chemistry Majors)»—» As showa in Table l6, page 78, the
paired variables of hi^ school languages and college major subject
aresus the high school languages-coUege chemistzy and high school
language-coUege mathematics gro\Q>s were the only ones where more than
one of these chemistry majors enrolled in both subject areas. Ifence,
no table of order of rank, or coefficient of correlations were necessary
for analysis or presentation.
The two students in high school languages fell in the same rank
in chemistry at the college level, which was in the order of 1.00 and
2.00, respectively. The mean was 3.^0 and median 3*50 for the high
school languages grades; whereas, the median was 2.35 and the mean
2.35 for the chemistry grades of this grovqp.
The two students in hi^ school languages who had enrolled in
mathematics at the college level, ranked in parallel order which was
in the order of 1.00 and 2.00, respectively. The mean and median were
each 3*50 for high school languages; whereas, for mathematics at the
college level the mean and median was each 2.61^.
Interpretative Summaries
Resume of Findings.— The quantitA'y.ve measures basic to the
research which have been presented throughout this chspter are summa¬
rized in Stimmary Tables 17 and 17A, with the ^ecific Intent of the
table organized as indicated below:
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1. Basic data on the means and medians of the gr0x^)8 of the
subjects. (Tables 1 and 2)
2. The Significance of Correlations (r's) among paired variables
of the high school subject matter averages and college subject
matter averages as followst (Tables 3 through 12)
a. Mathematics Majorat
1) High School Mathematics and respective college fields
2) High ^chool Sciences and respectivelcollege fields
3) High School Social Studies and respective college fields
it) High School ikiglish and re^ective college fields
5) High School Languages and respective college fields
b. Biology Majors:
1) High School Mathematics and respective college fields
2) High School Sciences and respective college fields
3) High ^chool Social Studies and respective college fields
it) High School English and respective college fields
5) High School Languages and retentive college fields
3* The rank-position and significance of the means and medians for
the paired variables of high school subject-matter averages
and college subject-matter averages for the chemistry majors^
as follows. (Tables 13 through 16)
c. Chemistry Majors;
1) High ochoolMathematics and respective college fields
2) High ^chool ^ciences and reactive college fields
3) High School Social Studies and rei^ective college fields
It) High ^chool English and respective college fields
5) High School Languages and respective college fields
The Interpretative Summaries of the quantitative data in consoli¬
dated Tables 17 and 17A, which, in turn, were derived from the four¬
teen tables (Tables 1 - l6) of analysis and correlations of the basic
data as presented throu^out this chapter, will be presented in the
immediate sections to follow.
Interpretative Summaries
Introductory Statement.— The interpretative sximmaries of the
findings of this research are reported under two major captions: (a)
Interpretative Summary on Basic Dataj the means and medians of
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definitive grov^s^ and (b) the Significance of the Correlations among
the paired variables for the definitive grot^s of subjects.
Interpretative Summary on High School Basic Data.-*- As shown in
Tables 1 and 17, the statistics on the high school grade indices of the
respective subject-matter areas were:
a. Sciences-the grade averaget-was 3«33 with $0 per cent above
and 50 per cent below the mean, respectively.
b. Hathematics-the grade average was 3*35 with k7 per cent above
and 53 per cent below the mean, respectively.
0. Social Studies-the grade average was 3»37 with 53 per cent
above ;hhd U7 per cent below the mean, respectively.
d. Saglish-liie grade average was 3.37 with 53 per cent above
and li7 per cent below the mean, respectively.
e. Languages-the grade average was 3.36 with 5U per cent above
and 14.6 per cent below the mean, respectively.
In high school the sixty-one subjects tended to perform best in
the field of languages and least in the field of sciences.
Interpretative Summary on College Basic Data.— As shown in
Tables 2 and 17, the statistics on the college grade indices of the
respective subject-matter areas were:
a. Biology-the grade average was32.i4U with 53 per cent above and
1:7 per cent below the mean, respectively.
b. Chemistry-the grade average was 2.Ill with I45 per ocent above
and 55 per cent below the mean, respectively.
c. Physics-the grade average was I.6I with 50 per cent above
and 50 per cent below the mean, respectigely.
d. Mathematics-the grade average was 2.75 with 59 per cent
above and 39 per cent below the mean, and 2 per cent
at the mean, re^ectively.
e. Social Studies-the grade average was 2.39 with 56 per cent
above and I4]; per cent below the mean, respectively.
TABLE U
SUMMARY OF CORRELATIONS, MEANS AND MEDIANS ON THE PAIRED VARIABIBS OF HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
SUBJECT MATTER AREAS OBTAINED BY THE SKTY-TWO MATHEMATICS, BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY
MAJORS IN CLARK, MOREHOUSE, MORRIS BROWN AND SPEIMAN COLLEGES, 1956-1960
r iit»
Paired Variables Number Required Obtained ratio Mean^ Mean.2 Median^ Median2
Mathematics Majors
High School Mathematics
College Mathematics 30 .i;63 .133 NS 3.1*9 2.76 3.83 2.83
College Biology 22 .537 .291 NS 3.53 2.33 3.58 2.00
College Chemistry 21 .51^9 .267 NS 3.1*1* 2.31* 3.50 2.1*0
College Physics 18 .590 .196 NS 3.60 1.51 3.63 1.33
College Social Sciences 18 .590 .300 NS 3.56 2.29 3.90 2.33
College English 18 .590 .0li6 NS 3.56 2.35 3.90 2.1a
High School Sciences
College Mathematics 29 .U70 6.0U0 NS 3.35 2.81* 3.1*0 2.82
College Biology 21 .5U9 .395 NS 3.1*8 2.1*6 3.50 2.00
College Chemistry 20 .561 .016 NS 3.25 2.32 3.19 2.37
College Physics 18 .590 -.039 NS 3.1*3 1.59 3.58 1.00
College Social Sciences 17 .606 .332 NS 3.U5 2.25 3.63 2.25
College English 17 .606 .182 NS 3.1*5 2.1*5 3.63 2.33
High School Social Studies
College Mathematics 28 .1*78 .198 NS 3.38 2.86 3.50 2.77
College Biology 28 .5U9 .227 NS 3.1*8 2.25 3.50 2.00
College Chemistry 19 .575 .237 NS 3.29 2.25 3.00 2.1*0
College Physics 17 .606 -.085 NS 3.1*5 1.52 3.57 1.00
College Social Sciences 17 .606 .327 NS 3.51 2.28 3.83 2.25
College English 17 .606 .106 NS 3.51 2.1*7 3.83 2.33
Mathematics Majors (Continued)
High School English
College Mathematics 30 .1*63 .256 NS 3.1*0 2.81* 3.56 2.83
College Biology 22 .537 .182 NS 3.1*9 2.28 3.75 2.25
College Chemistry 21 .51*9 -.051 NS 3.31* 2.31* 3.50 2.1*0
College Physics 18 .590 .257 NS 3.57 1.51 3.71 1.66
College Social Sciences 18 .590 .353 NS 3.38 2.29 3.56 2.25




College Mathematics 2$ .575 .125 NS 3.3li 2.70 3.67 2.78
College Biology 12 .708 .318 NS 3.37 2.29 3.58 3.00
College Chemistry 11 .735 .018 NS 3.19 2.27 3.00 2.50
College Physics 10 .765 .327 NS 3.55 1.52 3.9ii 1.00
College Social Sciences 10 .765 .U67 NS 3.39 2.18 3.3li 1.83
College EngUsh 10 .765 .26U NS 3.39 2.30 3.3li 2.33
Biology Majors
High School Mathematics
College Biology 22 .537 •228 NS 3.a 2.62 3.17 2.53
College Mathematics 20 .561 -.180 NS 3.18 2.59 3.00 2.50
College Chemistry 22 .537 .087 NS 3.21 2.50 3.17 2.36
College Pl^sics 16 .623 .171 NS 3.0ii 1.78 3.33 1.75
College Social Sciences lU •661 .iai2 NS 3.26 2.Mi 3.17 2.1i0
College English Hi .661 .17li NS 3.26 2.57 3.17 2.67
High School Sciences
College Biology 22 .537 •Mil NS 3.30 2.62 3.17 2.53
College Mathematics 20 .561 .17ii NS 3.28 2.60 3.17 2.59
College Chemistry 22 .537 .iilU NS 3.30 2.50 3.17 2.38
College PJ^sics 16 .623 .110 NS 3.39 1.78 3.33 1.75
College Social Sciences lU .661 .288 NS 3.38 2.Mi 3.33 2.ii0
College English Hi .661 .298 NS 3.38 2.57 3.33 2.67
IH-gh School Social Studies
College Biology 22 .537 .Mi6 NS 3.1i0 2.62 3.ML 2.53
College Chemistry 22 .537 .371 NS 3.ii0 2.50 3.1a 2.1i0
College Pl^sics 16 .623 2.36 NS 3.51i 1.72 3.50 i.5o
College Social Sciences Hi .661 .520 NS 3.57 2.Mi 3.75 2.U0
College English Hi .661 .ii09 NS 3.60 2.58 3.50 2.67
High School English
College Biology 22 .537 .317 NS 3.23 2.62 3.13 2.53
College Mathematics 20 .561 .3ia NS 3.22 2.60 3.25 2.58
College Chemistry 22 .537 .li21 NS 3.23 2.50 3.13 2.37
College Physics 16 .623 .li22 NS 3.38 1.72 3.25 1.50
College Social Sciences Hi .661 .61i7 NS 3.22 2.ii8 3.25 2.1i0
College English Hi .661 .HiO NS 3.1i5 2.57 3.25 2.67
TABLE
High School Languages
College Biology l6 *623
College Mathematics 13
College Chemistry l6 *623
College Physics 12 *708
College Social Sciences 10
College English 10 ,l6$
(Continued)
.5U7 NS 3.38 2.51t 3.50 2.U7
.UO NS 3.it0 2.53 3.50 2.50
.379 NS 3.38 2.U7 3.50 2,la
*066 NS 3.51 1.67 3.79 1*50
.379 NS 3.51 2.1i5 3.79 3.00
*636 NS 3.51 2*52 3.79 2*50
•JHiMean refers to the mean of the averages of the high school subject
^ matter area indicated*
Mean refers to the mean of the averages of the college subject
^ matter area indicated*
Median, refers to the median of ttie averages of the high school subject^ matter area indicated*
Median, refers to the median of the averages of the college subject
^ matter area indicated.
TABLE 17A
SUMMARY OP MEANS AND MEDIANS OF THE PAIRED VARIABLES OF HIGH SCHOOL AND
COLLEGE SUBJECT MATTER AREAS OBTAINED BY THE FIVE CHEMISTRY MAJORS
IN CLARK, MOREHOUSE, MORRIS BROWN AND SPEIMAN COLLEGES, 1956-1960
Observed Significance
According to ^
Faired Variables Number Order of Rank Mean. Mean Median Median
A 2 1 2
Chemistry Majors
High School Mathematics
College Chemistry 5 None 3.15 2.1*0 3.00 2.30
College Mathematics 5 Moderately 3.15 2*80 3.00 2.78
College Biology h None 3.2U 2.25 3.00 2.00
College Physics 3 Significant 3.33 1*50 3.00 2.00
College Social Sciences 3 None 3.33 2*75 3.33 2.22
English 3 None 3*00 2*75 3.00 2.33
High School Sciences
College Chemistry 5 None 3.1i0 2.39 3.00 2.30
College Mathematics 5 None 3.1*0 2*80 3.13 2.78
College Biology k Moderate 3.53 2*25 3.50 2,00
College Physics 3 Significant 3.33 1.50 3.00 2,00
College Social Sciences 3 None 3.67 2.75 l*.oo 2.75
College English 3 None 3.67 2,22 U.oo 2.33
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TABLE 17A (Continued)
High School Social Studies
College Chemistry $ None 3.63 2*U0 U.00 2*30
College Mathematics $ None 3.63 2.79 ii.OO 2.78
College Biology k Moderate 3.53 2*25 3.58 2.50
College Pl^sies 3 Significant 3.67 1.50 li.00 2*00
College Social Sciences 3 None 3.67 2*75 lt.00 2*75
College English 3 None 3.67 2*22 U.oo 2.33
High School English
College Chemistry S None 3.60 2.U0 U.00 2.30
College Mathematics S None 3.59 2*80 u.oo 2.78
College Biology h Significant 3.1i7 2*25 3.50 2*50
College Physics 3 None 3.67 1*50 u.oo 2*00
College Social Sciences 3 None 3.67 2*75 u.oo 2*75
College English 3 Significant 3.67 2*22 u.oo 2*33
High School Languages
College Chemistry 2 3.50 2.35 3.50 2.35





College Biology 1 - 3.00 3.00
College Physics 1 - U.oo 0*00
College Social Sciences 1 - 3.00 2.75
College Bkiglish 1 3.00 2.33
*5t- Meani refers to the mean of the averages of the high school subject
matter area indicated.
Mean- Refers to the mean of the averages of the college subject
matter area indicated*
Median- refers to the median of the averages of the high school
subject matter area indicated* ' ’
Median2 refers to the median of the averages of the college^
subject matter area indicated*
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f. Ekiglish-the grade average was 2.53 with 1*1* per cent above
and 56 per cent below the mean, respectively.
In college, the sixty-one subjects tended to perform best in
the field of mathematics and least in the Held of physics.
Interpretative Summary on Correlations (r*s) among High School
Mathematics and College Subjects.— For the mathematics majors as
shown in Table 17, page 83, the paired variables of high school
mathematics and the respective college fields the "r's" ranged from
a low of .01*6 to a high of .291. All of the r's were positive with
none significant.
Interpretative Summary on Correlations (r*s) Among High School
Sciences and College Subjects for the Mathematics Majors.— As shown
in Table 17> page 83, the paired variables of high school sciences
and the respective college fields the r's ranged from a low of -.039
to a high of •395* All of the r‘s were positive with the exception
of two, with none significant.
Interpretative Stimmary on Correlations (r*s) Among High School
Social Studies and College Subjects for the Mathematics Majors.— As
shown in Table 17, page 83, the paired variables of high school social
studies and the respective college fields the r*s ranged from a low
of -.085 to a high of .327* All of the r*s were positive with the
exception of one, with none significant.
Interpretative Summary on Correlations (r*s) Among High School
English and College Subjects for the Mathematics Majors.-- As shown
in Table 17* page 83* among the paired variables of high school
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English and the respective college fields the r's ranged from a low
of -.O^l to a high of .353* All of the r's were positive with the
exception of one which was significant*
Interpretative Stnnmary on correlations (r's) Among High School
Languages and College Subjects for the Mathematics Majors*-- As
shown in Table 17, page 83, among the paired variables of high school
languages and the respective college fields the r's ranged from a low
of ,018 to a high of *U67* All of the r's were positive and none
were significant*
Interpretative Summary on Correlations (r's) Among High School
Mathematics and College Subjects for the Biology Majors*-^ As shown
in Table 17, page 83, among the paired variables of high school
mathematics and the respective college fields for the biology majors,
the r's ranged from a low of >*180 to a high of *)4t2* All of the
r's were positive with the exception of the one named and none were
significant*
Interpretative Summary on Correlations (r's) Among High School
Sciences and College Subjects for the Biology Majors*— As shown in
Table 17, page 83, among the paired variables of high school sciences
and the respective college fields for the biology majors, the r's
ranged from a low of *110 to a high of *1441* All of the r's were
positive and none were significant*
Interpretative Summary on Correlations (r's) Among High ^chool
Social Studies and College Subjects for the Biology Majors*— As
shown in Table 17, page 83, among the paired variables of high school
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social studies and the respective college fields for the biology
majors^ the r's ranged from a low of *236 to a high of *^62. ALL of
the r's were positive, and none were significant*
Interpretative Summary on Correlations (r's) Among the High
School Ebiglish and CoUege Subjects for the Biology Ma.1ors*~«» As
shown in Table 17, page 83, among the paired variables of high school
English and the respective college fields for the biology majors, the
r's ranged from a low of ,1U0 to a high of .^U?* All of the r's
were positive and none were significant*
Interpretative Summary on Coirelations (r's) Among High School
Languages and College Subjects for the Biology Majors*-- As shown in
Table 17, page 83, among the paired variables of high school
languages and the respective college fields for the biology majors,
the r's ranged from a low of *066 to a high of *636* All of the
r's were positive and none were signifieant*
Interpretative Summary of the Mean and Medians for High School
Mathematics and College Subjects for the Chemistry Majors*— As
shown in Table 17, page 83, for the chemistry majors the means for
the high school mathematics ranged from a low of 3*15 to a high of
3*33 and the medians stayed at 3*005 whereas, the means for the
college subjects ranged from a low of 1*50 to a high of 2*80 with
the medians ranging from a low of 2*00 to a high of 2*78*
Interpretative Summary on the Mean and Medians Among the High
School Sciences and College Subjects for the Chemistry Majors*— As
shown in Table 17, page 83, for the chemistry majors the means for
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the high school sciendes ranged from a low of 3*33 to a high of 3*67
and the medians from a low of 3*00 to U«00; idiereasj the means for
the college subjects ranged from a low of 1«50 to a high of 2«80;
with the medians ranging for the college subjects from a low of 2*00
to a high of 2,78.
Interpretative Summary of the Means and Medians for High School
Social Studies and College Subjects for the Chemistry Majors.-- As
shown In Table 17> page 83« for the chemistry majors^ the means for
the high school social studies ranged from a low of 3*93 to a high
of 3.67» and idie medians from a low of 3*58 to a high of 4.00;
whereas^ the means for the college subjects ranged fran a low of
1.50 to a high of 2.79 while the medians ranged from a low of 2.00
to a high of 2.78.
Interpretative Summary of the Means and Medians for Itlgh School
English and College Subjects for the Chemistry Majors.— As shown
In Table 11, page 83> for the chemistry majors, the means for the
high school English group ranged from a low of 3*U7 to a high of
3*67, and the medians from a low of 3*90 to a high of li.OO; whereas,
the means for the college subjects ranged from a low of l.^O to a
high of 2.80 with the median ranging from a low of 2.00 to a high
of 2.78.
Intei*pretative Siimmary of the Means and Medians for High School
languages and ^oUege Subjects for the Chemistry Majors.— The high
school languages groi^, as mentioned in Table 17A, page 85, was
limited by vlrture of there being only two dtudents who con^zdLsed the
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high school languages-coUege ehendstiT' groi^}. Both had a mean of
3.50 with a median of 2,39»
Also^ there were onl^ two students in the high school languages-
college mathematics groiq}, each having a mean of 3*90 with a median
of 2«61|. each.
None of the other grot^s of paired variables had soore than one
in them, hence no statistics could be used.
CHAPTER in
SUMMAEI AND CONCLUSIONS
Conceptual Framework»— Teachers in colleges and tiniversities
still need to take more interest in the work of the secondary school*
In fact, it would help to solve many problems if the work or subject-
1
matter of high school and college were better articulated*
The scientist and mathematician of tomorrow will coma frcna the
secondary school itudents of today* Brandwein points Ahttthat all our
2
future scientists go through our secondary schools, hence it is there
that they must be identified and their training begum* Those studensts
of demonstrated talent and interest in this area should be encouraged
to pursue advanced study that may lead to career choices in sciences
or mathematics* Getsels and Jackson of the University of Chicago and
Taylor of the University of Utah have found that in some of our
teaching practices we are either overlooking students' abilities or
3
thwarting their development*
The Commission on Mathematics proposed the idea that in order to
raise the level of mathematical coinpetence a conplete solution could
be found in the effectiveness of instruction and sppropriateness of
U
course content of the high school mathematics program* By the same
William D, Reeves, Mathematics for the Secondary School (New
York: Henry Holt and Co*, 195U)« p* ^22*
2
Paul F* Brandwein, The Gifted Student as Future Scientist (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 195^}, p* v*
%oy M* Hall, "Research Need in Iducation," School Life, XUI,
No* 7 (March, I960), p* 6*
^Report of the Commission on Mathematics, "Program for College
Preparatory Methematics" (College Entrance Examination Board, New
York, 1959), P. 7.
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token this would be true also of scientific con^etence. So unquestion¬
ably, the basic national demand for technical and scientific manpower
has risen sharply in recent years and will continue to rise*
Since there is such an overwhelming demand for competent mathema¬
ticians and scientists today, educators have found themselves in a
dilemma over how to adequately meet the situation* Never before has
there been such a need for acientists, engineers and technicians in
our country*
There is evidence that the rsgjid expansion of techology requires
of all citizens literacy and competency in science and mathematics*
VThereas, once the requirements of society could be met by educating a
small fraction of the population in science and mathematics, we must
now undertake to prepare a much larger proportion for vocations in
which these subjects are prerequisites* At the same time, we recognize
the need to strengthen the education of all students in a world in
which social policies must increasingly take into account the impact
of scientific knowledge and technological skill*
The question arises: Are the school meeting the vast need for
scientists? Ahrendt takes this position: There are not enotigh engineers,
scientists, mathematicians and teachers of science and mathematics to
1
go aroimd* The members of the Commission agree that we need an anple
supply of high calibre scientists* This means that, as recommended by
i
M* H* Ahrendt, "Mathematics and Science-Are Our Topnotch High
School Students Studying These Subjects?" National Education
Association Joitmal* XLVI (February, 1957), p* 109*
The Commission^ there vhould be c^Leser articulation betueBn the college
and secondary school, which of course would necessitate changes in the
1
secondary school and corresponding changes in the colleges.
To fulfill the need for high calibre scientists, it appears that
there should be some means by which mathematical or scientific
potentiali ties can be measxired. Does it follow that a student idiose
performances were excellent in high school mathematics, biology,
chemistry and/or physics will perform well in the same subjects in
college? Some college chemistry professios assert that they prefer
their students foregoing a dubious easposure to high school chemistry,
Brandwein writes:
How much easier the task of making rich opportunities
available to gifted students would be if we had a fairly
reliable way of identifying these specially gifted people,
^d 60 the first task seems to be to determine whether in
fact there are gifts or syndromes of gifts, or special
operations which characterize the individual who is
specially able in science,^
In this study we will in addition to relying on marks an grades
of achievement, consider other activities of the students. Marks have
their limitations, but they are by far the most common measurement of
performance. Ross substantiated this ^en he said it appears that
notwithstanding acknowledged limitations of marks, no satisfactory
3
substitute has yet been found.
Report of the Commission on Mathematics, loc, cit.. pp. 59-60,
2
Brandwein, loc, cit.. p, 1,
3 s
C, C, Ross, Measurement in Today* s '^chools, 2nd ed, rev. (New
York: Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 191*8), p. 397*
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It would be of interest to note if there are an7 relationships
among student's perfurmances in mathematics, biolog7, and chemistry
along with the related major subjects of English and social studies
in high school, and their performances in their majors of mathematics,
biology, chemistry and physics when the i960 graduates of a selected
groiq) of colleges is considered. Likewise, it would be interesting
to observe the effect of their participation in various extra-class
activities, such as: mathematic clubs, science clubs and library clubs.
Ad. analysis of liie infonnation obtained by correlating the high school
and college performances, both curricular and non-curi*±cular of these
students, could provide useful data to educators, as well as to others
interested in industry and tehhnology.
Evolution of the Problem.— In recent years, special emphasis has
been placed on the teaching of mathematics aiKi the sciences in high
school. Further, attention has been focused on the fact that since
colleges train the teachers, there should be some degree of articulation
between the college and high school.
As a teacher of mathematics, the writer has had considsral^le
experience in the secondary schools, and has generalized this e^erience
as one of the bases for this study, ^he writer believes that college
students who major in mathematics, biology, chemistry er physics whose
performances here range from good to poor will also tend to have the
same range (from good to poor) in the areas of English and the social
sciences. Further, it is believed that there should be a correlation
between success or failure in these sciences and mathematics in the
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high school and success or failure in college.
Because of these theories this study was preposed utilizing the
high school and college grades^ test scores and personal data records
of the i960 graduates of the four Atlanta colleges conprising the
Atlanta University System, who majored in matheBatics, biology,
chemistry and physics.
Contribution to ^ucatlonal Knowledge.—■ The pTObable values of
this research may be given as follows: This study may serve as a
measure for predicting college performance of high school students in
mathematics, biology, chemistay and physics. General trends revealed
as an outgrowth of synthesizing the d ata will be meaningful. This, in
turn, would help in setting ip criteria for detecting potential
scientists or mathematicians.
The study may further reveal evidence that will substantiate the
duplications that -Uie major related subjects and even student activi**
ties are inportant indicators and serve to predict high scientific
and mathematical pronds^. If the teachers' evaluation of student per¬
formance is objective, the results of this study should be a practical
and economical channeling device for the secondary schools for
students toward college pursuits.
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in thisestudy
was to determine the relationships, if any, among grades made in high
school and those made in college by students who major in mathematics,
biology and chemistry. Another aspect of this research was to
determine the extent to which success in mathematics, biology and
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chemistry is related to success In English and the social sciences
at the secondary ichool level*
It was the writer's hope to find answers to these questions:
1* kre there relationships aaong the secondary school and
college performances of students who major in mathematics^
biology, and chemistry?
2* May these relationships or correlations where found be
used to predict college success of these majors?
3* Are there trends towards patterns set by these majors
so that they are readily identified?
!:• Are there relationships between college success in
science and mathematics and success in secondary
school ^^Ish and social sciences?
limitation of the Study*— The study was limited to the total
population con^jrising the I960 graduates of ^lark, Morehouse, Morris
Brown and Spelman Colleges, who majored in either mathematics or
biology or chemistry* The s tudy covered a period of eight years,
four in high school and four in college* The subjects included
students who graduated in January, June or August of the year i960
idK> majored in either mathematics or biology or chemistry* The
nature of the subject-population involved limited this study*
The study was, of necessity, further limited because all data for
this study was collected and complied from the available high school
and college records contained in student fllSs*
Purpose of the Study*— The major piupose of this study was to
determine the significant difference, if any, in major subject-matter
areas in performance at the high school and college levels for the
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subjects and to determine significant correlations, if any, on paired
variables of the major areas of study at the high school and college
level, respectively, for the groiq) of subjects*
The specific purposes of this research were to determine:
1* The measures of centaal tendency and variability on
variables at high school and college level, respectively,
among these subjects: English, social studies, mathematics,
biology, chemistry and physics*
2* The significant differences, if any, on the variables of
English, social studies, mathematics, chemistry and
physics between the high school performance and the
college performance in these subject-matter areas for the
group of subjects*
3* The significant correlations, if any, on the paired
variables of:
A* English - Mathematics
B* English - Biology
C* English - Chemistry
D, English - Physics
E* English - Social Science
F* And other certain paired variables of this
series between hi^ school and college
performance in these subjects*
1^* The significance of other factors such as socio-economic
conditions, leadership ability and interest in extra
class activities, on performances of subjects*
If there is or can be any predictability of scholastic
performance from the analyses of high school and college
achievement indices for selected students*
6* If there is any pattern of activities, characteristics of
behavior of science or mathematics majors*
Definition of Terms*-- In this study the following terms were used
thusly*
1, The term "relationship," refers to an7 aspect which
can be predicated or affirmed of two or more things
taken together*
2* The term "sciences," refers to the subjects biology
and chemistry, specially with reference to the
high school sciences*
3* The term "performance," refers to the functions,
operations, or characteristics actions of anything
that is a part of the students' school activities*
In this stiady it will also be used to define grades
andLimarks of the students*
Locale and Research-Design of Study*—» The significant aspects
of the Locale and Research-Design of this study are outlined below*
1* Locale - The research was centered in the Registrar's Office
of each of the four colleges: Clark, Morris Brown, Morehouse
and Reiman Colleges, of the Atlanta University Center*
The statistical work connected with the research was centered
in the researcher's home in Atlanta, Oeorgia*
2* Period of the Study*— The research was conducted through¬
out the regular academic year and the summer session of
1962-1963*
3* Method of Research - The Descriptive-Sinrvey Method of
research, employing documentary records and statistical
analysis, was used to collect the data necessary for the
stucfy*
1;* Subjects - The subjects of the research included the sixty-
two students who graduates in Januazy, June or August of
the 1959-1960 academic year who had majored in either
mathematics or biology or chemistry in either of the four
colleges cooperating in the study*
5* Instrumentsy^atherials - The instruments and/or materials
used in the study were: (a) permanent record cards, (b)
personal data sheets, (c) entrance tests, and (d) graduate
record examination on file in the Registrar's Office of the
reactive colleges*
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6. The Criterion of Rellablll-ty - The criteria of reliability-
for the statistics of difference was Figher's "t" of
and for the reliabilily of "r", the critical "r" of the
“t“ table.2
7* Procedural Steps -
(a) The literature pertinent to the study was reviewed,
summarized and incorporated in the thesis copy,
(b) Authorization to conduct the proposed research was
secured from the proper college authorities,
(c) The data were gathered, con^iled, correlated and
analyzed in this manner,1,A record was made of each individual student's
high school record in mathematics, the sciences,
English, social studies, and languages,2,The names of the students were secured from official
records,3,A record was made of each student's record in the
college subjects: mathematics, biology, chemistry
physics, English and social sciences,
1^, A record was made of test scores, ratings, rankings
which were deemed useful in determining student
performance,
5, Appropriate tables pf pertinent data were made.
d. Statistics for eentral tendency and variablity and
correlation were computed as dictated by purposes
of the research.
Summary of Related Literature.— A Summary of the Related
Iiterat\are pertinent to the problem of this research is presented
below in the series of separate generalizations and/or characteri¬
zations of the overall findings pertinent to the specific areas of
1
J, P, Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and




the theories, principles, and research havii^ to do with ths problems
of this study,
1. The rise in increase in students in college in 1960-41 re¬
flected the tremendous interest in mathematics and science. Ludwig
of Mt Holyoke, in calling attention that there were new trends in
secondary education in the United States, noted to ths fact that
there were more students continuing to take these courses (science
and mathematics) than ever before.
The freshmen today have had four times as much science
pr^aration and three fimes as much mathematics as their
predecessors ten years ago.^
2. The areas of English and social studies receive proper con¬
sideration in the secondary education program. Due recognition is
given these areas as contributing factors to a student's success in
college. English, language, social studies are en essential part
of his program in spite of his skill in science or mathematics and
has chosen his career in this field.
Quantitative thinking, communications, dynamics, and grot^
relationships are the four areas where a high degree of skill is
required in this fast moving world. With these as a basis, those
who do not have a higher level of competence are screened out.
3. There are varied opinions of the relationships of secondary
school grades to subsequent performances. Many are convinced of the
insignificance of past performance except where the academically
I
"Improved Preparation for Oolite ge," School and Society, LXXXIX,
No. 2181* (January lU, 1961), p. 19«
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talented or "untalented" student is concermd,
Norman says in his study of prediction of success in college
that figures would of necessity cause one to predict that students
graduating • • • would ad;just to college life as well as achieve
1
above average grades* But after making this assertion he finally
concludes that an analysis of data indicates that all of the average
grades made in college were lower than those made in high school by
the same students*
The data iji?>lied that there was not a significant
relationship between grades made in high school and college
science* Data show thhre is an insignificant relationship
between the college and high school average grades in
mathematics*2
Then, it is indicated by some after research in the area of
relationships of academic performance that the degree of association
is very low and of doubtful significance* Factors other than special
ability are believed to affect the student’s success in college*
This writer, Aim Harris Stoddard, further states that the aware¬
ness of the differences of pi^ils becomes evident when they are
placed in situations of higher learnings* Thiis testing programs
are being eisployed to find answers to the question of what affects
3
the student’s success*
Now that there is a mathematical and scientific rationale.
1
E* C, Norman, loc* cit** pp* 2U~25*
2
Ibid*j pp* 17 and 27*
3
Ann Harris Stoddard, loc* cit*
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Brandwein related mathematical ability to scientific ability and
appeals for a guard against mediocrity in science and mathematics and
1
in the instruction of both. Not only has this new rationale evoked
plenty of talk, but there has been plepty of action as evidenced by
the School Mathematics Study Grotg) of Talej (SMSG) the University
Illinois Committee on School Mathematics (UICSM); the Maryland Plan
sponsored by the University of Maryland (non-existent at this date);
the Madison Project (Elementary level) at Syracuse; the Ball State
Plan at Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana*
Weather£fpool insists that the teacher's estimate gave the best,
though not very significant degree of association* Yet she felt the
need for further investigation of the factors affecting success* In
summary she states that the Influence of so many things makes it
2
impossible to predict accurately a child's future achievement*
A new wave of mathematics teaching is sweeping through American
3
schools with remarkable results* Imaginative, stimulating * * * *
U* One answer to the total problem may be found in a \jniform
policy with respect to evaluation of performances as recommended by
a special committee of the Atlanta City Schools in its report to "A
h
Pattern for Better High Schools."
1 ^
Paul F, Brandwein. loc, cit*. pp. xiv-7*
2
Lillie Sirmans Weatherspool, loc. clt*
3
"New ^proach to Mathematics," Discoveiy (March, 1962).
U
Atlanta Board of Education, loc. cit*
Another answer may be a national policy on education wMch has
been suggested in order to assure and guide training for scientists
and mathematicians. One of the major provisions of The National
Defense Act of 19^8 was to assure more and better instruction in
1
science and mathematics.
5# Finally, along with all the other attention being given to
science and mathematics, a person must be knowledgeable in all areas
for success in college. English, language, social studies are an
esswtial part of Ms program, even if the student is especially
skilled in science or mathematics, and has chosen his career in this
field. If he is to work in this area, social competence must be
considered.
The scientist or mathematician must not only be highly skilled
in his area, but in order to be more productive he must have a high
level of competence. his means he must be well versed in English.
And, since, he does not operate in a vacuum by himself, he must also
have some competence in getting along with people.
The needs of our national security require a continuing emphasis
and an expanding emphasis on quality in the secondazy school program.
This means that we have to do our part to meet the demiands of out
industrial economy for hi^aly-skilled scientists and engineers and
also for semi-skilled and semi-professionally technicians. The pro¬
portion of students who profit from education in more advanced
1
"Time for National Policy on Education, “ Saturday Review.
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science and mathematics is limited, indicating the need for great
care in their selection.
Summary of Basic Findings,— The summary of the basic findings
of this research dealing with the significance of the correlations on
the paired variables of high school grade-averages and college grade
averages of sixty-one i960 graduaifees of Clark, Morehouse, Morris
Brown and ipelman Colleges, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented under the
appropriate data-captions below.
Distribution of the High School Grade-Averages
of Sixty-one College Graduates
Table 1
With reference to the performance, on the respective subject-
matter areas, the statistics on the high school grade averages of
the sixty-one graduates were:
Science - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 2,00 to a high of
l4.,00 with a mean grade average of 3*33*
Mathematics - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 2,00 to a high
of U*00, with a mean gfade-average of 3•35*
Social Studies - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 3•13 to a
high of iU,00, with a mean grade-average of 3*37*
English - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 1,86 to a high of
I:,00, with a mean grade-average of 3*37*
Languages - The grade-averages ranged Arom a low of 2,00 to a high
of liaOO with a mean grade-average of 3*36,
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Distribution of the College Grade-Avergges
of Sixt^-one College Graduates
Table 2
With reference to ths performance, on the respective subject-
matter areas, the statistics on the college grade-averages of the
sixty-one graduates vere:
Biology - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 0,00 to a high of
1;*00, with a mean grade-average of
Mathematics - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 1,50 to a high
of U«00, with a mean grade-average of 2,75*
Chemistry - The grade-averages ranged from a low of ,50 to a high of
U,00, with a mean grade-average of 2.Ul,
Physics - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 0,00 to a high of
3*50, with a mean grade-average of l,6l.
Social Sciences - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 1,25 to
a high of 3«60 with a mean grade-average of 2,39*
English - The grade-averages ranged from a low of 1,33 to a high of
3*33 with a mean grade-average of 2,53*
Correlations and Their Significance for the
Mathematics Majors on the Paired Variables
of Ih.gh School Mathematics and the Bespec-
tlwe College Grade-Averages of Sixty-
One College Graduates
Table 3
With reference to the correlation for the mathematics majors,
the constant variable of high school mathematics with each of the
variables of the respective college subject-matter areas, the “r's"
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ranged from a low of for mathematics aM college English to a
high of *300 for mathematics and college social science with none of
the r*s significant and all of them positive.
The several means on mathematics ranged from a low of l.liii to a
high of 3*60; whereas, the means of the respective college subjects
ranged from a low of 1.5l to a high of 2.76.
The several medians on high school mathematics ranged from a
low of 3»50 to a high of 3*90$ whereas, the medians of the respec-
tige college subjects ranged from a low of 1.33 to a high of 2.83*
Correlations and Their Significance for the
Mathematics Majors on the Faired Variables
of High School Sciences and the Respective
College Grade-Averages of Sixty-one
College Graduates
Table h
liBLth reference to the correlation, for the matlieraatics majors
the constant variables of the high school sciences with each of the
variables of the respective college subject-matter areas, the r's
ranged from a lowoof -.039 for the sciences and college physics to
a high of .395 for the sciences and college biology, with none of
the “r's" significant and with two of the "r's" negative.
The several means on science ranged from a low of 3*25 to a high
of 3«l;8j whereas, the means of the respective college subjects ranged
from a low of 1.59 to a high of 2.8U*
The several medians on the high school sciences for these mathe¬
matics majors ranged from a liw of 3*19 to a high of 3*63; whereas,
the medians of the respective college subjects ranged fi:om a low of
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1.00 to a high of 2.82.
The r’s with the constant variable of the high school sciences
with the other variables of the re^ective college subjects appear
to indicate that in some instances there is a negative as well as non¬
significant relationship between high school and college level per¬
formances of these college graduates.
Correlations and Their Significince for the
Kathemati^s Majors on the Paired Variables
of High ^chool Social Studies and the
Respective College Grade Averages
of Sixly-one College Graduates
Table 5
With reference to the correlation, for the mathematics majors
the constant variable of the high school social studies with each of
the variables of the respective college subjedt-matter areas, the
•*r*s" ranged fromaa low of -.085 for the social studies and college
physics to a high of .327 for the social studies and college social
sciences with none of the "r’s" significant and one of them negative.
The several means o£ the high school social studies ranged from
a Ipw of 3.29 to a high of 3»5l5 whereas, the means of the re^ective
college subjects ranged from a low of 1.52 to a high of 2.86.
The several medians on hi^ school social studies ranged fnom a
low of 3«00 to a high of 3*83; whereas, the medians of the respec¬
tive college subjects ranged from a low of 1.00 to a high of 2.77«
The r’s with the constant variable of the hi^ school social
studies with the other variables of the respective college subjects
appear to indicate that there is a non-significant relationship
between high school and college level performances of these college
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graduates*
CoiTelations and Their Significance for the
Mathematics Ma;5ors on the Paired Variables
of High School -English and the Respective
College Qrade Averages of Sixty-one
College Graduates
Table 6
With reference to the correlation, for the mathematics majors
the constant variable of the high school %^ish with each of the
variables of the respective college subject-matter areas, the “r's"
ranged from a low of -*0^ for the high school English and college
chemistry to a high of *353 for the high school Siglish and college
social sciences with none of the "r's" significant and one of them
negative*
The several means on the high school English ranged from a low
of 3,3h to a high of 3*57; whereas, the mean of the respective college
subjects ranged from a low of 1*51 to a high of 2*8U*
The several medians on high school English ranged from a low of
3*50 to a high of 3*79j whereas, the medians of the respective college
subjects ranged from a low of 1*66 to a high of 2*83*
The r*s with the constant variable of the high school English
with the other variables of the respective college subjects tended
to indicate that there was a very low degree of relationship in the
performance at the high school and college levels for these college
graduates*
no
Correlations and Their Significance for the Mathematics
Majors on the Paired Variables of the High School
Languages and the Respective CoUege Grade
Averages of Sixty-one Conege Graduates
Table 7
With reference to the correlation, for the mathematics majors
the constant variable of the high school languages with each of the
variables of the respective conege subjectnaatter areas, the «r's"
ranged from a low of *018 for languages and conege chemistry to a
hi^ of *14.67 for languages and conege social sciences with an of
the r's positive and none of them significant*
The several means on the high school languages r^ged from a low
of 3*19 to a high of 3*55jwhereas, the means of the respective conege
subjects ranged from a low of 1*52 to a high of 2*70*
The several medians on hi^ school languages ranged from a low
of 3*00 to a high of 3m9hs whereas, the medians of the re^ective
conege subjects ranged from a low of 1*00 to a hi^ of 3*00*
The r*8 with tthe constant variable of hi^ school languages
with the other variables of the respective college subjects appeared
to indicate that there was a sman degree of relationship in the
performance at the high school and conege levels for these conege
graduates*
Correlations and Their Significance for the
Biology Majors on the Paired Variables of
High School Mathematics and the Respective




With reference to the correlation, for the biology majors the
constant variable of the high school mathmatics vith each of ttie
variables of the respective subject-matter areas, the “r's" ranged
from a low of -.iSO for Ihe hi^ school mathematics and college mathe¬
matics to a high of »hk2 for high school mathematics and college social
sciences, with none of the r's significant and one of them negative.
The several means on the high school mathematics ranged from a
low of 3*0U to a high of 3*26; whereas, the means of the respective
college subjects ranged from a low of 1.78 to a high of 2*62•
The several medians on high school mathematics ranged from a low
of 3*00 to a high of 3*33i whereas, the medians of the respective
college subjects ranged from a low of 1.75 to a high of 2«67«
The r's with the constant variable of the high school mathema¬
tics with the other variables of the respective college subjects
tended to indicate that there was a very low degree of relationship,
if any, in the performance at the high school and college levels for
these students*
Correlations and Their Significance for the
Biology Majors on the Paired Variables
of High School Sciences and the
Respective College Qrade Averages
of Sixty-one CoUgge Graduates
Table 9
With reference to the correlation, for the biology majors the
constant variable of the high school sciences with each of the vari¬
ables of the respective subject-matter areas, the "r's" ranged from
a low of ,110 for the hi^ school science and college physics to a
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high of for the high school sciences aM college biolog7^ with
all of the r‘s posiMve and none of them significant*
The several means on the high school sciences ranged from a
low of 3*30 and 3*39; whereas, the means of the rei^ective college
sub;)ects ranged from a low of 1*78 to a hi^ of 2*26.
The several medians on high school sciences ranged from a low
of 3»17 to a high of 3*335 whereas, the medians of the respective
college subjects ranged from a low of 1*75 to a high of 2*67*
The r*s with the constant variable of the high school sciences
with the other variables of the respective college subjects appeared
to have a small degree of relationship in the performance at the high
school level and the college level*
Correlations and Their Significance for the
Biology Majors on the Paired Variables of
High School Social Studies and the
Respective College Grade Averages
of Sixty-one College Graduates
Table 10
With reference to the correlation, for the biology majors the
constant variable of the high school social studies with each of the
variables of the respective subject-matter areas, the "r’s" ranged
from a low of .238 for the high school social studies and college
pl^sics to a high of *^20 for high school social studies and college
social sciences, with none of the r*s significant and all of them
positive*
The several means on the high school social studies ranged from
a low of 3*3U to a high of 3*605 whereas, the means of the respective
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college subjects ranged from a low of 1.72 to a high of 2•62*
The several medians on high school social studies ranged from a
low of 3*32 to a high of 3*75j whereas, the medians on the reactive
college subjects ranged from a low of 1*^0 to a high of 2*67«
The r's with the constant variable of the high school social
studies with the other variables of the respective college subjects
appeared to have a marked degree of relationship in the performance
at the high school and college levels of these college graduates*
Correlations and their Significance for the Biology
Majors on the Paired Variables of High School
English and the Respective College Qrade
Averages of Sixty-one College Graduates
Table 11
With reference to the correlation, for the biology majors the con¬
stant variable of the high school %glish with each of the variables
of the respective subject-matter areas, the "r's" ranged from a low
of *1110 for the hi^ school %glish and college ^glish to a high of
«61(.7 for the high school English and college social sciences, with
none of the r's significant and all of them positive*
The several means on the high school English ranged from a low
of 3*22 to a high of 3*U5j whereas, the means of the respective college
subjects ranged from a low of 1*72 to a high of 2*62*
The several medians on high school ihglish ranged from a low of
3*13 to a high of 3*25j whereas, *the medians on the respective college
subjects ranged from a low of 1*50 to a high of 2*67*
The r’s with the constant variable of the hi^ school English
with the other variables of the re^ective college subjects appeared
to have a marked degree of relationship in the performance at the
high school and college level of these students*
Correlations and Their Significance for the Biology
Majors on the Paired Variables of I£Lgh School
Languages and the Re^ective College Grade
Averaggs of Sixty-one College Graduates
Table 12
With reference to the correlation, for the biology majors the
constant variable of the high school languages with each of the
variables of the respective subject matter areas, the "r’s” ranged
from a low of *066 for the high school languages and college physics
to a high of *636 for the high school languages and college English,
with «n of the r’s positive and none of them significant*
The several means of the high school languages ranged from a
low of 3*38 to a high of 3»5l5 whereas, the means of the respective
college subjects ranged from a low of 1*6? to a high of 2*5U«
The several medians on high school langiaages ranged from a low
of 3»50 to a high of 3«79> whereas, the medians of the respective
college subjects ranged from a low of 1»S0 to a high of 3*00*
The r's with the constant variable of the high school languages
with the other variables of the respective college subjects appeared
to have a moderate degree of relationship in the performance at the
high school and college levels of these college graduates*
Rank Indices, Means and Median on
High School Mathematics and College
Subjects for Chemistry Majors
Table 13
21$
For tbs chemistry majors the means for the high school mathe¬
matics ranged from a low of 3*15 to a high of 3*33 and the medians
stayed at 3«00j whereas, the means for the college subjects ranged
from a low of 1,$0 to a high of 2.80 with the medians ranging from
a low of 2.00 to a high of 2»78*
Rank Indices, Means and Medians on
IB.gh School Science and College
Subjects for Chemistry Majors
Table lit
For the chemistry majors the means for high school sciences
ranged from a low of 3*33 to a high of 3»67 and the medisms from a
low of 3*00 to a high of U*06}. whereas, the means for the college
subjects ranged from a low of 1»$0 to a high of 2.805 with the
medians ranging for the college subjects from a low of 2.00 to a high
of 2,78.
Rank Indices, Means and Medians on




For the chemistry majors, the means for the high school social
studies ranged from a low of 3*53 to a high of 3*67, and the medians
from a low of 3»58 to a high of it.OO; whereas, the means for the
college subjects ranged from a low of 1.50 to a high of 2,79 while
the medians ranged from a low of 2.00 to a high of 2«78.
Rank Indices, Means and Medians on
EH-gh School Ehglish, High School




For the chemistry majors, the means for the high school English
group ranged fi*om a low of 3*li7 to a high of 3«67> and the medians
from a low of 3*50 to a high of ii.CX); whereas, the means for the
college subjects ranged from a low of 1.50 to a high of 2*80 with
the median ranging from a low of 2*00 to a high of 2*78*
The high school languages groiq), was limited by virtueaof there
being only two students who comprised the high school languages-
college chemsitry group* Both had a mean of 3«50 with a median of 2*35*
Also, there were only two students in the high school languages-
coUege mathematics group^ each having a mean of 3*50 with a median
of 2*614. each*
None of the other grovps of paired variables had more than one
in them, hence no statistics could be used.
Conclusions.— The analysis and interpretation of the findings
of this research appear to warrant the conclusions which follow*
1* The science majors (selectors) in high school constituted a
group of selected superior-achieving pijpils, with reference
to their earned grade-point averages; for they tended to
perform at an identical level of scholastic attainment
without reference to the science pursued, together with
reference to other subject-matter areas of the high school
curriculvim*
(a) High School pupils (subjects of this research) tended
to perform equally well in whatever science and whatever
subject they chosen and/or were required to pursue*
(b) High School pi5)ils tended to perform and achieve their
lowest grade-point averages in English although as a
grotp their mean scholastic attainment was similar in
the excellence attained in other subject-matter areas*
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2* The science majors (at the college legel) constituted a
group of selected "average-students," ijith reference to
their grade-pointtaver^esj for they tended, as a grotq?,
to perform at and/or ^dthin the range of the "average"
grade-point position.
3. The science majors (at the college level) tended, group-
wise to perfonu at and earned grade-point averages below
the level of their science and other subject matter area
achievemsnt at the high school lesel.
(a) College science majors earned grade-point averages at
the college level which were at least one grade-point
index below the level of their high school attainment.
(b) In short, science majors in college tended to be less
competent at the college level than they were at the
high school level.
1|. The science majors (at the college level) tended to achieve
their mean scholastic excellence in the area of physics.
5. There was a positive but not high relationship between the
high school and college scholastic success of the college
mathematics majors, further, all of the "r's" were positive
but markedly below the expected critical "r^s" to be reached.
6. There was a positive, except for high school mathematics and
college mathematics and high school languages and college
mathematics, but not high relationship between the high
school and college scholastic success of the college biology
majors.
7. The chemisixy majors (at the college level) tended to achieve
similar but not equivalent rank on the varied pairings of
high school and college subject-matter areas; hence, it may
be assumed that the chemistry majors tended to maint^iin
similar scholastic excellence-levels at the high school
and college levels.
Implications.— The findings and the conclusions derived therefrom
would appear to suggest the statement of implications which follow
below.
1. The positive but low correlation between the levels of
scholastis attainment at the high school and college levels
would appear to indicate that college students coming fl*om
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varied and differing school envirosiments face the challenge
of maintaining the high level of high school grade-point
averages at identical or similar achievement level in the
college situation*
2* There is the probable difference between college methodology
and high school methodology which tends to degrade and/or
mimimlze the "potential" for scholastic success of high
school graduates who enter college*
3* The positive but low cozrection between high school and college
scholastic avhievement of the college students might suggest
the need for a more adequate and discriminating educational
diagnostic and remedial program within the colleges
coqperatiBg in this study*
i|.* The small proportion of chemistry majors in these four colleges
of the Atlanta University Center might well indicate some
sort of selective imbalanee in the course offerings and
staff motivation among these colleges; for assTiredly*
Our modem technological and scientific age and economy have
a place for and require the "know-how" and inventiveneds
of those who work within the frame-of-reference of the
chemical discipline*
Recommendations *— The findings, conelusions and implications
which stemmed from this research would appear to justify the recommen¬
dations proposed below*
1* The four colleges of the Atlanta University Center fully
^qplore the reasons and factors which appear to mindjiize the
probability of the superior high school student being able
to maintain his or her scholastic superiority at the college
level*
2* Bhe four colleges of the AU.anta University Center full
explore the possibilily of their guidance and counseling
programs becoming more effective in directing a better
balance of students who pursue the several science disciplines*
3* The four colleges of the Atlanta University Center place
more effective emphasis tjpon raising the "level" of aspira¬
tion" for scholastic excellence not only for science m^ors
but for their entire student bodies*
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